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Overview. Clinical types of MS. MSis a chronic
recurrent inflammatory disorder of the CNS. The
disease results in injury to the myelin sheaths, the
oligodendrocytes, and, to a lesser extent, the axons
and nerve cells themselves.!> The symptoms of MS
vary, depending in part on the location of plaques
within the CNS. Common symptoms include sensory
disturbances in the limbs, optic nerve dysfunction,
pyramidal tract dysfunction, bladder or bowel dys-
function, sexual dysfunction, ataxia, and diplopia.®
Four different clinical courses of MS have been de-

fined.® Thefirst, relapsing—remitting MS (RRMS),is
characterized by self-limited attacks of neurologic
dysfunction. These attacks develop acutely, evolving
over days to weeks. Over the next several weeks to
months, most patients experience a recovery of func-
tion that is often (but not always) complete. Between
attacks the patient is neurologically and symptomat-
ically stable. The second clinical course, secondary
progressive MS (SPMS), begins as RRMS, but at
some point the attack rate is reduced and the course
becomes characterized by a steady deterioration in
function unrelated to acute attacks. The third clini-

cal type, primary progressive MS (PPMS), is charac-
terized by a steady decline in function from the
beginning without acute attacks. The fourth type,
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progressive—relapsing MS (PRMS), also begins with
a progressive course although these patients also ex-
perience occasional attacks.

Outcome measures in MSclinical trials. Evalua-

tion of the relative effectiveness of different thera-

pies requires consideration of which outcome
measure or measures are relevant to the goals of
therapy. Clearly, the most important therapeutic
aim of any disease-modifying treatment of MSis to
prevent or postpone long-term disability. However,
long-term disability in MS often evolves slowly over
many years.'* Clinical trials, by contrast, study pa-
tients for only short periods of time (2 or 3 years)
and, therefore, use only short-term outcome mea-
sures to assessefficacy. As a result, it is important to
validate any short-term measure by its correlation
with the actual patient outcome many yearslater.
For a discussion of these issues, interested readers
should consult the full-length assessment on the
Neurology Web site at www.neurology.org.

Scope of this guideline. The purpose of this as-
sessment is to consider the clinical utility of these
disease-modifying agents including the anti-in-
flammatory, immunomodulatory, and immunosup-
pressive treatments that are currently available.
Symptomatic and reparative therapies will not be
considered.

Before considering the evidence from individual
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trials, however, a few statistical and interpretational
points are worth bearing in mind.First, although a p
value of 0.05 is commonly taken as evidence of a
therapeutic benefit to treatment, there is concern
that this may be too liberal a standard. For example,
the Type I error rate (i.e., the so-called a-error) re-
flects the likelihood of concluding incorrectly that a
useless treatment is of value. Surprisingly, however,
for an experimental observation with a p value of
0.05, the calculated (i.e., theoretically expected) min-
imum Type I error rate, for a two-tailed comparison,
is actually 13%.7"° For a one-tailed comparison, this
minimum TypeI error rate is actually 21%.”Thus,
if the aim is to reduce the Type I error rate to the
nominal value of 5% for statistical significance (for
a single comparison), using this type of analysis,
the observed p value would need to be =0.01.7°
Consequently, when evaluating the results from a
particular trial, statistical observations between p =
0.01 and p = 0.05 should be regarded as marginal.
This is especially true when the study under consid-
eration reports multiple between-group statistical
comparisons, because multiple comparisons mark-
edly inflate the actual Type I error rate and require
a much more stringent statistical adjustment.'!!”
There is also concern about the TypeII error rate of
clinical trials (i.e., the so-called 8 error), which re-
flects the likelihood of concluding incorrectly that a
useful treatment is of no value.'® For example, one
recent trial’? found that after 2 years of treatment,
sustained disability progression was nonsignificantly
reduced by 12%. Clearly, such a result cannot be
used to reject a true 12% reduction in this measure,
and, in fact, this nonsignificant observation is still
compatible with an even more robust treatment ef-
fect.'° The issue is the statistical power (i.e., 1-8) of
the clinical trial to detect group differences andthis,
in turn, is related to the number of subjects stud-
ied.** In this particulartrial,'” the numberof subjects
studied (i.e., 251) provided insufficient power to de-
tect a 12% change on this outcome. If a much larger
number of subjects had been entered into thetrial,
and if the same magnitude and variability of the
treatment effect had been obtained, this change
would have been statistically significant. As a conse-
quence of such difficulties, it is important to recog-
nize that negative results from small clinical trials
generally provide little assurance that a true treat-
ment effect has not been missed. Second, because it
is uncertain which outcome measurescorrelate best

with future function, clinical trials that use a combi-
nation of outcome measures, including both clinical
and confirmatory MRI measures, should be judged
as stronger evidence than those that rely on only a
single measure, especially when that measure is a
subjective clinical score. Third, it is importantto rec-
ognize that both the statistical significance of a find-
ing and the magnitude of the treatmenteffect (i.e.,
the effect-size) provide important complementary in-
formation about the quality of the evidence. The sta-
tistical significance relates to the believability of a
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result, whereas the effect size relates to its clinical
importance. Trials with large effects of marginalsig-
nificance and trials with significant effects of mar-
ginal importance should both be judged as providing
equivocal evidence. Fourth, it should be noted that
treatments aimed at limiting future CNS injury
would not be expected to cause an already disabled
patient to improve dramatically, even though some
patients may experience someclinical improvement
based on intrinsic self-repair mechanisms. Conse-
quently, reports of substantial improvement follow-
ing the use of such agents should be viewed with
caution.

A synopsis of the conclusions and recommenda-
tions for all the treatments considered is provided in
the Summary. The actual analysis of the evidence
(table), however, is provided here only for the immu-
nomodulatory treatments. Readers interested in the
analysis of the evidence for other therapies should
consult the full-length assessment on the Neurology
Website at www.neurology.org.

Analysis of the evidence. IJmmunomodulatory
treatments. Interferon beta. Clinical trial results.

The multicenter study of IFNB-1b (Betaseron; Berlex
Laboratories, Montville, NJ) in RRMS'*°° was ran-
domized, double-blind, and placebo-controlled (Class
I evidence). It included 372 patients with RRMS who
had scores on the extended disability status scale
(EDSS) =5.5 and who had experienced at least two
attacks in the prior 2 years. Patients were random-
ized to receive placebo, low-dosage (1.6 million of
International Units [MIU]; 50 wg), or high-dosage (8
MIU; 250 pg) IFN§€-1b subcutaneously (SC) every
other day for 2 years. After 2 years, compared with
placebo, treatment with high-dosage IFN£-1b re-
duced the clinical relapse rate (—34%; p < 0.0001),
which was the primary endpoint of the study. In
addition, the MRI attack rate as measured by me-
dian numberof T2 active lesions (—83%; p < 0.009)
and the median volume of MRI T2 disease burden

(—17.3%; p = 0.001) were reduced in the IFN£-1b
arm compared with placebo-treated patients. The
high dosage also resulted in a reduction in the con-
firmed 1-point EDSS progression rate, but this was
not statistically significant (—29%; p = 0.16). This
trial, however, did report a reduction in the uncon-
firmed 1-point EDSS worseningover 3 years of study
(—31%; p = 0.043).

In summary,this trial provides (Class I) evidence
that IFNreduces the relapse rate (measured either
clinically or by MRI) in patients with RRMS. The
effect of treatment on measures of disease severity
(i.e., MRI disease burden anddisability progression)
is less consistent. There was a robust effect of treat-

ment on the MRI disease burden but nostatistically
significant effect on the measureof confirmed 1-point
EDSS progression.

The IFNB-la (Avonex; Biogen, Cambridge, MA)
trial?!?* also was multicenter, randomized, and
placebo-controlled (Class I evidence). It included 301

 



Table Rating of evidence classification scheme 

Rating of recommendation

Translation of evidence to
recommendations Rating of therapeutic article 

A—Established as effective,
ineffective, or harmful for the
given condition in the specified
population.

Level A rating requires at least
one convincing Class I study or
at least two consistent,
convincing Class II studies.

Class I: Prospective, randomized, controlled clinical trial
with masked outcome assessment, in a representative
population. The following are required:
a. primary outcome(s) is/are clearly defined,

B—Probably effective, ineffective,
or harmful for the given
condition in the specified
population. III studies.

C—Possibly effective, ineffective,
or harmful for the given
condition in the specified
population.

Class IIT studies.

U—Datainadequate or conflicting.
Given current knowledge,
treatment is unproven.

Level B rating requires at least
one convincing Class II study or
at least three consistent Class

Level C rating requires at least
two convincing and consistent

b. exclusion/inclusion criteria are clearly defined,
c. adequate accounting for dropouts and crossovers

with numbers sufficiently low to have minimal
potential for bias,

d. relevant baseline characteristics are presented and
substantially equivalent among treatment groups
or there is appropriate statistical adjustment for
differences.

Class II: Prospective matched group cohort study in a
representative population with masked outcome
assessment that meets a—d above or a RCT ina

representative population that lacks one criteria a—d.

Class III: All other controlled trials (including well-
defined natural history controls or patients serving as
own controls) in a representative population, where
outcome assessment is independent of patient
treatment.

Class IV: Evidence from uncontrolled studies, case
series, case reports, or expert opinion.
 

patients with RRMS who had an EDSSscore of 1.0-
3.5, and who had experienced at least two attacks in
the 3 years prior to entering the study. Patients were
treated either with placebo or IFNB-1la, 6 MIU/wk
(80 pg/wk), intramuscularly (IM) for 2 years. This
trial was stoppedearlier than originally designed, so
only 57% (172 patients) completed the full 2 years on
study medication. Compared with placebo, treatment
with Avonex for 2 years produced a reduction in the
confirmed 1-point EDSS progression rate (—37%; p =
0.02), which was the primary endpointof thetrial. In
addition, the clinical attack rate (—18%; p = 0.04)
and the MRI attack rate as measured by the median
numberof gadolinium enhancinglesions (—33%; p =
0.05) were reduced in the IFN@-la arm compared
with placebo-treated patients. The total volume of T2
disease burden seen on MRI also was reduced com-

pared with placebo, but this was not statistically
significant (—6.7%; p = 0.36). This trial also found
that the reduction in attack rate in the first year of
therapy (—9.6%, not significant) was less than the
reduction in patients who had completed 2 years of
therapy (—32%; p = 0.002), suggesting that the full
clinical benefits of IFN$-la therapy might be de-
layed for a year or moreafter the initiation of treat-
ment.?!2425 Nevertheless, the authors provide no
statistical evidence of a difference between the

1-year and 2-year data, and, in addition, the other
IFN®trials in RRMSdid not observe such a delay in
therapeutic benefit.'*?°42627 Most important, how-
ever, this subgroup of patients (who had a 32% re-
duction in attack rate over 2 years) had a similar
reduction in attack rate (—29%) at the 1-year mark.”

Such an observation indicates that this particular
subgroup of patients (i.e., the 2-year completers) is
not representative of the study cohort as a whole. As
a result of this anticipated bias, the validity of any
separate analysis on this subgroup of patients is
questionable. A re-analysis of the trial data (for the
subgroup of 2-year completers only) using the “brain
parenchymal fraction” to measure brain atrophy”
showed nostatistically significant reduction in brain
atrophy after 2 years of treatment (p = 0.30). A
subgroup analysis did show a reduction of accumu-
lated atrophy in the second year of treatment (p =
0.03). This latter observation, however, was only
marginally significant and was the result of a post
hoc analysis on a biased subset of the study popula-
tion, and the reported p value was not adjusted for
the three between-group statistical comparisons of
brain parenchymal fraction presented in the article’s
figure.** Therefore, the validity of this observation is
uncertain.

In summary,this trial provides (Class I) evidence
that IFNB-1a reduces the biologic activity of RRMS.
Importantly, the results of this trial replicate, in
general, the earlier IFN§-1b trial for both clinical
and MRI outcomes, although again the effect of
treatment on attack rate measures was more consis-

tent than for measures of disease severity. Thus,
both clinical and MRI measuresof attack rate were

similarly improved at 2 years. In addition, there was
a reduction in the confirmed 1-point EDSS progres-
sion rate, although there wasno statistically signifi-
cant concomitant benefit on either MRI disease

burden or brain atrophy during the 2 years of study.
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The IFN§-1a (Rebif; Serono International SA, Ge-
neva, Switzerland) trial**?’ was a similarly random-
ized, multicenter, double-blind, and _placebo-
controlled study (Class I evidence). A total of 560
patients with RRMS with an EDSS score =5.0 were
entered. Only patients who had experienced 2 or
more relapses in the prior 2 years were included.
Patients were treated for 2 years with placebo or
IFNB-1a at dosages of either 22 yg (6 MIU) or 44 pg
(12 MIU) SC three times weekly. After 2 years, there
was a significant beneficial effect of treatment with
either dose on both clinical and MRI outcome mea-

sures. Thus, compared with placebo, treatment with
IFN§€-1la, 1382 pg/wk (86 MIU/wk), reduced theclini-
cal attack rate (—32%; p < 0.005), which was the
primary endpoint of the trial. In addition, the MRI
attack rate as measured by median number of T2
active lesions (—78%; p < 0.0001), the volume of
white matter disease seen on T2-weighted MRI
(—14.7%; p < 0.0001), and the confirmed 1-point
EDSS progression rate (—30%; p < 0.05) also were
reduced in the IFNB-la arm compared with placebo.

In summary, this trial provides (Class I) evidence
that IFNB-la reduces the biologic activity of RRMS.
As in other IFN§trials, this trial demonstrated a
benefit to treatment on both clinical and MRI mea-

sures of attack rate. Also, this was thefirst trial of
IFN8 in RRMSto show both a reduction in the con-
firmed 1-point EDSS progression anda highly signif-
icant reduction in the T2 disease burden.

The IFN€-1b (Betaferon; Schering AG, Berlin,
Germany) trial in SPMS*? was a randomized,
placebo-controlled, double-blinded study conducted
among 32 European centers (Class I evidence). In-
cluded were 718 patients with an EDSS of 3.0-6.5.
Patients had to have either two relapses or more
than a 1.0 point increase in EDSS in the prior 2
years. Those included were randomized to receive
either placebo or IFNB-1b, 250 pg (8 MIU) SC, every
other day for up to 3 years. Compared with treat-
ment with placebo, treatment with 28 MIU/wk
Betaferon reduced the confirmed 1-point EDSS pro-
gression rate (—22%; p = 0.0008), the primary end-
point of the study. In addition, the clinical attack
rate (—31%; p = 0.0002), the MRI attack rate (— 78%;
p = 0.0008), and the volume of white matter disease
seen on MRI (—13%; p = 0.0001) all weresignifi-
cantly reduced in the IFNB-1b arm compared with
placebo. This study also demonstrated that treat-
ment with IFN§-1b reduced the likelihood of becom-
ing wheelchair bound during the study (—33%; p =
0.01). After dividing patients into those who had ex-
periencedclinical attacks in the 2 years before enter-
ing the study and those who only experienced steady
clinical deterioration, the benefit of treatment was
comparable in both subgroups. After dividing pa-
tients into those who did and those whodid not expe-
rience attacks during the trial, the benefit of
treatment was again found to be similar in the two
subgroups. After dividing patients into three groups
based on their baseline EDSS scores (Group 1 =
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3.0-3.5; Group 2 = 4.0-5.5; and Group 3 = 6.0-—6.5),
IFN£-1b was found to be similarly beneficial in all
three groups. However, when the full 3-year data are
analyzed, the benefit of treatment in patients with
an EDSS = 6.0 is not apparent.

In summary,this trial provides (Class I) evidence
that treatment with IFN®-1b favorably impacts both
clinical and MRI outcomes for attack rate and dis-

ease severity in patients with SPMS.
The results of another recently completed (Class I)

trial of IFN@-1b (Betaseron) in SPMSalso has been
reported in preliminary form.*® This trial failed to
find a statistically significant reduction in the con-
firmed 1-point EDSS progression rate (the primary
endpoint of the trial), although it did report signifi-
cant reductions in the clinical attack rate, the MRI
attack rate, and the volume of white matter disease
found on T2-weighted MRI. Publication of the final
results from this trial is pending. The reason for the
apparently discrepant findings between these two
trials of IFN-1b is not clear. Some observers have
noted that the North American cohort of patients
had significantly fewer attacks than their European
counterparts, and that perhaps IFN® is mosteffec-
tive in the relapsing phase of the illness. At the
moment, however, such a notion is speculative.

The recently published trial of IFNB-1a (Rebif) in
SPMS*!? also failed to find a statistically significant
reduction in the confirmed 1-point EDSS progression
rate (the primary endpoint of the trial). Like the
IFNb-1b (Betaseron) trial, however, this trial also
found significant reductions in the clinical attack
rate, the MRI attack rate, and the volume of white
matter disease found on T2-weighted MRI. Also,
when the results of this trial were reanalyzed by
separating patients into those with and those with-
out attacks, a benefit to treatment on the confirmed
1-point EDSS progression rate was noted (p = 0.027)
in patients with relapses. The validity of such a re-
analysis of the data is clearly open to question, but
nevertheless might be taken as weak support for the
speculation (noted above) that IFN® is more effective
in patients with SPMS who continue to experience
relapses.

Another recent (Class I) study of IFN§-la
(Avonex) in the treatment of SPMS has been re-

ported in preliminary form.** Using the MS func-
tional composite as the primary outcome,this trial
found that, compared with placebo, treatment with
IFNf-1a, 60 »g/wk, IM was beneficial over a 2-year
period (p = 0.03). This study, however, did not find
any concomitant benefit on the outcome of confirmed
1-point EDSS progression. Moreover, the benefit
seen on the MS functional composite outcome was
due primarily to the results from the Nine-Hole Peg
Test portion of the composite score. The reported
benefit of therapy in this trial, therefore, is of uncer-
tain reliability.

Two recently completed trials of IFNB-1a (Avonex
and Rebif) in patients at high risk of developing MS
have shown that early treatment significantly slows



the subsequent rate of conversion to clinically defi-
nite MS (CDMS).**+° The IFN®6-la (Avonex) trial*4
was a multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled
trial involving 383 patients who werefollowed for up
to 3 years (Class I evidence). Patients needed to have
just experienced theirfirst clinically isolated (mono-
symptomatic) CNS event consisting of an optic neu-
ritis, a spinal cord syndrome, or a brainstem/
cerebellar syndrome. Patients also had to have an
abnormal brain MRI defined as two or moreclini-

cally silent lesions (=3 mm) on T2-weighted MRI
scans, at least one of which needed to be ovoid in
appearance or periventricular in location. Patients
initially were treated with intravenous methylpred-
nisolone, 1 g/d for 3 days, followed by a courseoforal
prednisone, 1 mg/kg/d for 15 days. Patients subse-
quently received either IFNB-1la (30 pg/wk, IM) or
placebo throughout the study. Using a Cox propor-
tional hazard model, the relative risk of developing
CDMSin the treated group was 0.56 (p = 0.002),
indicating a 44% decrease in the rate of conversion to
MS after administration of IFNB-la, which was the
primary endpoint of the trial. MRI measures also
demonstrated a robust treatment effect. Thus, at 18
months, the number of new lesions (—57%; p <
0.0001), the percentage change in the T2 lesion vol-
ume (—14%; p = 0.0004), and the number of enhanc-
ing lesions (—67%; p < 0.0001) all were reduced
using IFN@-la when compared with placebo. The
IFNB-1a (Rebif) trial** also was a multicenter ran-
domized trial (Class I evidence) involving 309 pa-
tients who had experienced their first clinical
episode suggestive of demyelinating disease (either
mono- or polysymptomatic) and who were followed
for 2 years thereafter. Patients received either
IFN®-la (22 pg/wk, SC) or placebo throughout the
study. The proportion of patients converting to
CDMSwasless in the treated group compared with
placebo (—24%; p = 0.047). In addition, the median
number of T2 active lesions seen on MRI also was

reduced in the treated compared with placebo pa-
tients (p < 0.001). The T2 disease burden also was
reduced in the treated arm compared with placebo in
both year 1 andyear2 of the trial (p = 0.006 and p =
0.002, respectively).

Thesetrials, therefore, provide (Class I) evidence
that treatment with IFN®-la delays the develop-
ment of CDMSin patients at high risk for this out-
come. Such a result is hardly surprising. Indeed, any
treatment for RRMS that can delay the time be-
tween attacks 2 and 3 or between attacks 3 and 4

(i.e., any treatment that reduces the attack rate) also
would be expected to delay the time between attacks
1 and 2. These studies do not, however, provide evi-
dence that the ultimate development of CDMS is
prevented by such treatment. Neither do they pro-
vide any evidence that early treatment affects long-
term disability outcome.

Effects of IFNB type, route of administration, and
dose on clinical outcome. The total dosage of IFNB
used in the different clinical trials of both RRMS and

 

SPMShas varied considerably between studies and
it is important to consider the evidence that there
may be a dose-responsecurvein the use of IFNBfor
the management of patients with MS. Because the
pharmaceutical companies that manufacture
Avonex, Betaseron, and Rebif use slightly different
assays to measure IFN® activity, the MIU scales
reported in the different papers are not directly com-
parable between publications. Nevertheless, because
Avonex and Rebif are both forms of IFN§-1la, they
can be compared on a microgram for microgram ba-
sis. Also, the conversion of IFN$-1a to IFNB-1b doses
can be calculated using published data,** with the
result that 6 MIU Avonex (30 ug) is equivalent to
approximately 7-9 MIU Betaseron (220-280 yg).

IFN§ induces the expression of many gene prod-
ucts and interferon-specific markers, including 2',5'-
oligoadenylate synthetase (2',5'-OAS), neopterin,
tryptophan, B.-microglobulin, and human Mx pro-
tein.*? These markersreflect a range of biologic activ-
ities of IFN, including MHC Class-I gene
expression, antiviral and antiproliferative actions,
and monocyte activation. These markers have been
used as indicators of the biologic activity of IFNB.
The relative dose of the different preparations also
can be assessed from another recent publication** in
which antiviral protein (MxA)stimulation was stud-
ied in the untreated blood from 10 healthy volunteer
subjects. In this study, in vitro stimulation of periph-
eral blood with all three agents (Avonex, Betaseron,
and Rebif) resulted in a dose-dependant increase in
MxA levels that was roughly equivalent for each
agent on a MIU for MIU basis using the published
MIU values.

One study* initially suggested that IM adminis-
tration of IFN®-la caused a substantially greater
area under the concentration-time curve for IFNB
activity in the serum compared with SC administra-
tion. By contrast, a different study** compared the
effects of IFNB-la given SC and IM and IFNf-1b
given SC on neopterin, human Mx protein, and 2',5'-
OAS in 75 healthy volunteer subjects. IFNB-la was
administered at doses of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 MIU and
IFNB-1b at doses of 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 MIU; each
patient in the study received a single dose. The re-
sults showed that the production of all three mark-
ers was induced in a dose-dependent manner for
both IFNB-la and IFN$-1b. Moreover, this study
found no differences in any of these biologic effects
between the two types of IFN§ or between the differ-
ent routes of administration. Similar results have

been found by other investigators.**! Thus, the bal-
ance of the evidence favors the view that the route of

IFNf administration is not of clinical importance.
The previously cited study** also examined the

levels of MxA in the peripheral blood in 237 patients
with CDMSafter administration of IFNB. There
were 78 patients receiving IFN£-1b (Betaseron) at a
dosage of 8 MIU (250 yg) every other day; 71 pa-
tients receiving IFNB-1a (Rebif) at a dosage of 6 MIU
(22 pg) SC either weekly or three times weekly; and
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21 patients receiving IFNB-1la (Avonex) at a dosage
of 6 MIU (30 pg) IM once weekly. The level of MxA
was 2.29 ng/10° peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL)
in the Betaseron-treated patients, 1.00 ng/10° pe-
ripheral blood lymphocytes in the Rebif-treated pa-
tients, and 0.57 ng/10° peripheral blood lymphocytes
in the Avonex-treated patients. In summary,the re-
sults of this trial suggest that increasing the total
weekly IFN§ dose is associated with an increasing
biologic effect (Class II evidence). However, whether
the measured biologic effect (on MxA levels) is rele-
vant to the effect of IFNB on disease activity, cannot
be assessed from thistrial.

The results of the pivotal clinical trials of IFN® in
RRMSalso suggest a dose-response curve.'*?’ Thus,
in general, when comparing the different findings of
these trials, both the magnitude of the reported ef-
fects on clinical and MRI outcomes, as well as their
statistical significance, seem to be greater with in-
creasing dosages of IFN. Nevertheless, because of
differences in trial design, differences in the MS pop-
ulations studied, and the fact that the results were
obtained in independentclinical trials, this observa-
tion can only be considered as weak (Class III) evi-
dence of a dose response.

The findings from the two placebo-controlled Class
I IFNB studies that investigated different doses of
IFN§ provide mixed results.!*°°.*?7 Thus, in the Be-
taseron trial,'*?° treatment with low-dose IFN®-1b
(5.6 MIU/wk) wassignificantly better than placebo
(p < 0.01) on the measureofclinical attack rate over
the first 2 years, although it was significantly less
effective on this measure (p < 0.0086) than the
higher dose of 28 MIU/wk. Trends in favor of the
higher dose also were seen on other outcome mea-
sures, although nootherstatistically significant dose
effects were noted. In the Rebiftrial,?22° both doses
were highly effective, although the high-dose arm
did better on each clinical and MRI outcome measure

than the low-dose (18 MIU/wk) arm. With the excep-
tion of the outcome of T2 active lesions (p = 0.0003
comparing low dose to high dose), however, there
were no statistical differences between the two doses

at the 2-year time point. Thus, although based on
high-quality (Class I) studies, the evidence in favor
of a dose response provided by these trials is only
equivocal.

The Rebif trial was continued for an additional 2

years.*2 Placebo-treated patients during the first 2
years were re-randomized in a double-blind fashion
to receive IFNB-1a, either 66 wg or 132 pg weekly, in
divided doses. After 4 years, a dose-response rela-
tionship was seen for some clinical and MRI out-
comes but not for others. Thus, the high dose was
moreeffective than the low dose (p < 0.05) at reduc-
ing the relapse rate during years 3 and 4, prolonging
the time to second relapse, and increasing the per-
centage of relapse free patients. Similarly, treatment
with high dose IFNf-la reduced the MRI disease
burden and T2 lesion activity (p < 0.001) compared
with low dose (Class I evidence). By contrast, the
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high-dose group was notstatistically better than the
low-dose group on the outcomes of attack rate mea-
sured over years 1 to 4 (—12%; p = 0.069), or the
time to confirmed 1-point EDSS progression (+ 17%;
p = 0.33). In addition, an analysis (Class III evi-
dence) of the combined results of the Avonex and

Rebif trials suggested that IFN®$-la has increasing
clinical efficacy (as measured by the clinical attack
rate at 1 year) between the doses of 22 and 132 pg
weekly.** By contrast, the results of the SPECTRIMS
trial of IFNB-la in SPMS demonstrated nodifference
between 66 and 132 wg weekly with respect to any
clinical outcome measure relating to relapse rate.*"

The results of a multicenter, double-blind, dose-
comparison trial of IFN®$-1la (Avonex) recently has
been reported.** This trial included 678 patients with
RRMSwhoreceived IFN6-1a, either 30 pg/wk or 60
p.g/wk, IM once weekly for a period of at least 3 years
(Class I evidence). There was no difference in out-

come between the two dosage groups with respect to
EDSS progression, relapse rate, gadolinium (Gd)-
enhancing lesions, T2 lesion burden, or brain atro-
phy over the course of the trial.“ This trial thus
provides Class I evidence that 60 pg IFNB-1la (IM)
once weekly provides no additional benefit over 3
years of therapy compared with 30 pg (IM) once
weekly over the sameperiod.

Recently, the preliminary results of two head-to-
head comparison trials of different IFN prepara-
tions have been reported.**° The first** was a 2-year,
open-label, randomizedtrial of IFN§-1b (Betaseron;
28 MIU/wk, SC) compared with IFNB-1a (Avonex; 30
pg/wk, IM) in 188 patients with RRMS. Only the
data after 1 year of therapy have been presented.
This trial found a greater clinical benefit in the
higher dose (more frequently administered) IFNB-1b
group, both on clinical outcomes (i.e., relapse free
status and sustained progression) and on MRI out-
comes(i.e., new T2 lesions or Gd-enhancinglesions),
compared with the IFN®-1la group. The evaluating
physician, however, was unblinded for clinical out-
comesso that the clinical observations from thistrial

represent only Class III evidence. MRI, by contrast,
was assessed blindly so that these observations rep-
resent Class I evidence. The second was a random-

ized, 1-year, open-label trial‘? comparing high-dose,
more frequently administered, IFN@-1la (Rebif; 132
pg/wk, SC) to low-dose, once weekly, IFN®-la
(Avonex; 30 wg/wk, IM) in 677 patients with RRMS.
Both clinical and MRI outcome measures were as-

sessed in a blinded fashion (Class I evidence). Only
data after 6 months of therapy and only outcome
measures relating to relapse rate have been pre-
sented. At 6 months, the high-dose (more frequently
administered) IFN§-treated group wasstatistically
superior to the low-dose group on both clinical and
MRI outcome measuresrelated to attack rate. These

clinical outcomes included the odds of being attack
free, the attack rate, and the timeto first exacerba-
tion and steroid use, whereas the MRI outcomesin-
cluded the odds of not having new T1 or T2 lesions,



the total number of new lesions, and the cumulative
number of new active lesions. The design of these
trials confounds the effect of IFN® dose with the
effect of the frequency of IFNB administration be-
cause, in each, both parameters differed between the
two treatment arms. Nevertheless, these trials pro-
vide (Class I) evidence that either the dose, or the
frequency of IFNB administration, or both, signifi-
cantly influence the short-term outcome in patients
with RRMS. The final results from both trials cur-

rently are not available. Nevertheless, these final
results are critically important and it will be neces-
sary to assess whether these apparent short-term
advantages to high-dose (more frequent) IFN§ ther-
apy are sustained overtime.

Neutralizing antibodies to IFNB Therate of neu-
tralizing antibody (NAb) production is probably less
with IFNG-la treatment than with IFNB-1b treat-
ment, and the presence of NAb may be associated
with a reduction in clinical effectiveness of IFNB
treatment. The existing data are, however, ambigu-
ous in this regard, andtheclinical utility of measur-
ing NAb in an individual on IFN therapy is
uncertain. Readers interested in discussion of this

issue should consult the full-length assessment on
the Neurology Website at www.neurology.org.

Glatiramer acetate. Glatiramer acetate (Copax-
one; Teva-Marion Partners, Kansas City, MO) is a
random polypeptide made up of four amino acids
(L-glutamic acid, L-lysine, L-alanine, and L-tyrosine)
in a specific molar ratio (1.4, 3.4, 4.2, and 1.0, respec-
tively). The mechanism of action is not known but
may relate to a number of immunologic effects such
as the induction of antigen-specific suppressor T cells,
inhibition of antigen presentation, displacing bound
myelin basic protein (MBP), or causing an immune
deviation in CD4* T cells from a Th, to a Thy
phenotype.**#8

The results of a large multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of glatiramer
acetate!initially were reported in 1995. Thistrial
involved 251 patients with RRMS who had an EDSS
score =5.0 and who had experienced two or more
relapses in the 2 years before entering the study.
Patients received either placebo or 20 mg glatiramer
acetate SC daily for up to 3 years. This trial found
that treatment with glatiramer acetate significantly
reduced the clinical attack rate over a 2-year period
(—29%; p = 0.007), which was the primary endpoint
of the study. It also reduced the confirmed 1-point
EDSS progression rate, although this change was
not statistically significant (—12%). This trial also
reported a reduction in the unconfirmed 1-point
EDSS worsening over the first 2 years of the study
(—28%; p = 0.037). Also, in a secondary analysis of
data from the extension phase ofthis trial,?* after
excluding determinations made during acute at-
tacks, these authors reported a significant reduction
in the unconfirmed 1.5 point EDSS progression rate
over 3 years in the treated patients compared with
control subjects (—48%; p = 0.004) using survival

 

analysis methods. This last analysis, however,is of
uncertain reliability. This outcome has not been used
by other investigators, and, moreover, this particular
outcome wasarrived at through post hoc exploration
of the data; thus, the observation is of uncertain
validity. No MRI outcomes were determined as part
of this trial. A second short duration European/
Canadian trial, was undertaken to look specifically
at MRI measures.®*® This was a placebo-controlled
trial and involved 249 patients with RRMS who were
randomized to receive either placebo or 20 mgglati-
ramer acetate SC daily for 9 months (Class I evi-
dence). Patients, at entry, had to have an EDSS
score of 0—5.0, they had to have experienced at least
1 clinical attack in the previous 2 years, and they
had to have a Gd-enhancinglesion on their screening
brain MRI. This trial reported that, compared with
placebo, the treated group had a reduction in the
total number of enhancing lesions (—35%; p =
0.001), which was the primary endpointofthetrial.
This treatment effect, however, was delayed until 6
months after initiation of treatment. Treated pa-
tients also had a reduction in the clinical attack rate

(—33%; p = 0.012) and a reduction in the median
change in T2 burden of disease (—8.3%; p = 0.0011)
compared with placebo. EDSS change over the
course of the trial was minimal and wasnotdifferent

between the treatment and placebo groups.*®
An earlier pilot trial (Class I) of glatiramer acetate

at comparable dosages*! also reported a reduction in
both the clinical attack rate (—76%; p < 0.001) and
the confirmed 1-point EDSS progression rate (—60%;
p = 0.05). MRI outcomeswerealso not assessed in this
pilot trial. Another early pilot trial (Class I) of glati-
ramer acetate in the treatment of chronic progressive
MS (including both PPMS and SPMS), reported that
treatment with glatiramer acetate (80 mg/day, SC) re-
duced the confirmed 1-point EDSS progression rate
compared with placebo (—31%) although this differ-
ence was not statistically significant.

Recently, experience with the extended use of
glatiramer acetate over a 6-year period has been re-
ported.* This trial reports on the experience follow-
ing 152 patients with RRMS who were initially
enrolled in the placebo-controlled randomized
trial'™4° and who continued to be followed after the

breaking of the blind. All patients were on active
drug during the follow-up interval and were com-
pared with previously published natural history con-
trols (Class III evidence). The authors reported
stabilization of the EDSS score and a marked reduc-

tion in the clinical attack rate during follow-up.
However, with a 40% dropout rate (compared with
the number who wereinitially enrolled in the ran-
domized trial), there are concerns that the cohort
might be self-selected and, therefore, that the study
may be biased in favor of a treatment effect. For
example, the annual attack rate during the double-
blind phase in patients who elected to continue on
treatment wassignificantly less (p < 0.001) than in
patients who decided not to continue (0.78 and 1.23
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attacks/y, respectively). Similarly, there wasa signif-
icant difference (p = 0.003) in the percentage of pa-
tients who had deteriorated by 1.56 EDSS points
during the double-blind phase between those who
elected to continue treatment (40%) and those who

did not (62%). This cohort represents the longest con-
tinuousfollow up of a group of treated MS patients
for any of the currently available therapies. How-
ever, without a concurrent control group for compar-
ison and given the limitations discussed above,it is
difficult to know how best to use these data.

Although MRI was not part of the original Phase
III clinical trial of glatiramer acetate,’ the authors
recently reported the results of follow-up MRI in 135
of the 147 patients who remained in the long-term
open-label follow-up cohort as of January 1999.** In
those patients who were initially on placebo, MRI
were obtained an average of 4 years after being
switched to active drug. By contrast, in those pa-
tients on active treatment from the beginning of the
trial, MRI were obtained an average of 6.7 years
after initiation of glatiramer acetate. Outcome was
assessed by comparing different MRI parameters(in-
cluding a composite MRI measure) between the two
groups. The most significant difference reported be-
tween groups was a reduction in the percentage of
MRI showing Gd enhancement in the patients on
glatiramer acetate from the beginning compared
with patients originally on placebo (18.8% and
36.4%, respectively; p = 0.02). Taken at face value,
this observation would suggest that the full benefit
of glatiramer acetate therapy in reducing Gd en-
hancement (a phenomenon that only lasts about 3
months) is delayed for 4 or more years after the
initiation of treatment. However, there are several
reasons to doubt such an explanation. First, no com-
parable delay is suggested by the clinical data where
the two groups had very similar attack rates within
a year of when placebo-treated patients had been
switched over to active therapy.**** Second, no simi-
lar delay in the onset of efficacy is suggested by the
results of the 9-month MRItrial.®® And third, it is
very difficult to rationalize how the effect of glati-
ramer acetate on Gd enhancementcould be so mark-

edly delayed. As a result of considerations such as
these, it may be more plausible to ascribe this unex-
pected result to a Type I error; a circumstance that
raises similar concerns with respect to the other out-
comes reportedin this article.*4

A recent studyreported the results of a prospec-
tive 1-year, open-label, nonrandomized trial of once
weekly IFN®$-1a (Avonex; 30 j.g/wk), IFN6-1b (Beta-
seron; 28 MIU/wk), glatiramer acetate (Copaxone; 20
mg/day), or no treatment in the management of 156
patients with RRMS. These authors reported that,
compared with no treatment, clinical relapse rate was
reduced in all three active treatment groups, although
this reduction wasstatistically significant only for the
IFNB-1b-treated and glatiramer acetate—treated
groups (p = 0.003), suggesting that these two prepa-
rations were moreclinically effective than IFN®-1a,
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at least at the dose and route of administration used

in this study. This trial, however, used a nonrandom-
ized design and a nonblinded assessment of outcome;
therefore, these data represent only weak (Class III)
evidence in support of this conclusion.

Summary

Glucocorticoids:

1. On the basis of several and generally consistent Class I and
Class II studies, glucocorticoid treatment has been demon-
strated to have a short-term benefit on the speed of func-
tional recovery in patients with acute attacks of MS. It is
appropriate, therefore, to consider for treatment with glu-
cocorticoids any patient with an acute attack of MS (Type A
recommendation).

2. There does not appear, however, to be any long-term func-
tional benefit after the brief use of glucocorticoids in this
clinical setting (Type B recommendation).

3. Currently, there is not compelling evidence to indicate that
these clinical benefits are influenced by the route of glucocor-
ticoid administration, the particular glucocorticoid pre-
scribed, or the dosage of glucocorticoid, at least at the doses
that have been studied to date (Type C recommendation).

4. On the basis of a single Class IT study, it is considered possi-
ble that regular pulse glucocorticoids may be useful in the
long-term management of patients with RRMS (Type C
recommendation)

Interferon beta:

1. On the basis of several consistent Class I studies, IFNB has
been demonstrated to reduce the attack rate (whether mea-
sured clinically or by MRI) in patients with MS or with
clinically isolated syndromes whoare at high risk for devel-
oping MS (Type A recommendation). Treatment of MS with
IFN§ producesa beneficial effect on MRI measuresofdisease
severity such as T2 disease burden and probably also slows
sustained disability progression (Type B recommendation).

2. As a result, it is appropriate to consider IFN® for treatment
in any patient whois at high risk for developing CDMS,or
who already has either RRMS or SPMSandisstill experienc-
ing relapses (Type A recommendation). The effectiveness of
IFN§ in patients with SPMS but without relapses is uncer-
tain (Type U recommendation).

3. It is possible that certain populations of MS patients (e.g.,
those with more attacks or at earlier disease stages) may be
better candidates for therapy than others, although, at the
moment, there is insufficient evidence regarding these issues
(Type U Recommendation)

4, On the basis of Class I and II studies and several pieces of
consistent Class III evidence, it is considered probable that
there is a dose-response curve associated with the use of
IFN6for the treatment of MS (Type B recommendation).It is
possible, however, that a portion of this apparent dose-effect
instead may be dueto differences in the frequency of IFNB
administration (rather than dose) between studies.

5. On the basis of several Class II studies, the route of admin-
istration of IFNis probably not of clinical importance, at
least with regard to efficacy (Type B recommendation). The
side-effect profile, however, does differ between routes of ad-
ministration. There is no known clinical difference between

the different types of IFNG, although this has not been thor-
oughly studied (Type U recommendation).

6. On the basis of several Class I studies, treatment of patients
with MS with IFNis associated with the production of NAb
(Type A recommendation). The rate of NAb production, how-
ever, is probably less with IFN6-la treatment than with
IFNf-1b treatment (Type B recommendation). The biologic
effect of NAb is uncertain, although their presence may be
associated with a reduction in clinical effectiveness of IFNB
treatment (Type C recommendation). Whetherthere is a dif-
ference in immunogenicity between subcutaneous and intra-



muscular routes of administration is unknown (Type U
recommendation). Theclinical utility of measuring NAb in an
individual on IFNB therapy is uncertain (Type U
recommendation).

Glatiramer acetate:

1. On the basis of Class I evidence, glatiramer acetate has been
demonstrated to reduce the attack rate (whether measured
clinically or by MRI) in patients with RRMS (Type A recom-
mendation). Treatment with glatiramer acetate produces a
beneficial effect on MRI measures of disease severity, such as
T2 disease burden, and possibly also slows sustained dis-
ability progression in patients with RRMS (Type C
recommendation).

. As a result, it is appropriate to consider glatiramer acetate
for treatment in any patient who has RRMS (Type A recom-
mendation). Although it may be that glatiramer acetate also
is helpful in patients with progressive disease, there is no
convincing evidence to support this hypothesis (Type U
Recommendation).

Cyclophosphamide:

1. Based on consistent Class I evidence, pulse cyclophospha-
mide treatment does not seem to alter the course of progres-
sive MS (Type B recommendation).

. Based on a single Class III study, it is possible that younger
patients with progressive MS mightderive some benefit from
pulse plus booster cyclophosphamide treatment (Type U
recommendation).

2. On the basis of several Class II and III observations, it is
considered possible that mitoxantrone has a beneficial effect
on disease progression in MS, although, at the moment, this
clinical benefit has not been established (Type C
recommendation).

Intravenous immunoglobulin:

1. The studies of intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), to date,
have generally involved small numbers of patients, have
lacked complete data on clinical and MRI outcomes, or have
used methods that have been questioned. It is, therefore,
only possible that IVIg reduces the attack rate in RRMS
(Type C recommendation).

. The current evidence suggests that IVIg is oflittle benefit
with regard to slowing disease progression (Type C
recommendation).

Plasma exchange:

1. Onthe basis of consistent Class I, Il, and III studies, plasma
exchangeis of little or no value in the treatment of progres-
sive MS (Type A recommendation).

. On the basis of a single small Class I study, it is considered
possible that plasma exchange may be helpful in the treat-
ment of severe acute episodes of demyelination in previously
nondisabled individuals (Type C recommendation).

Sulfasalazine:

1. Based on a single Class I study, it is concluded that treat-
ment of MS with sulfasalazine provides no therapeutic benefit

Methotrexate: in MS (Type B recommendation).
1. Based on limited and somewhat ambiguous Class I evidence

from a single trial, it is considered possible that methotrex- References
ate favorably alters the disease course in patients with pro- . . .
gressive MS (Type C recommendation). 1. Weinshenker BG, Bass B, Rice GPA,et al. The natural history

Azathioprine:

1. On the basis of several, but somewhat conflicting, Class I
and II studies, it is considered possible that azathioprine
reduces the relapse rate in patients with MS (Type C
recommendation).

. Its effect on disability progression has not been demonstrated
(Type U recommendation).

Cladribine:

1. On the basis of consistent Class I evidence, it is concluded
that cladribine reduces Gd enhancement in patients with
both relapsing and progressive forms of MS (Type A
recommendation).

. Cladribine treatment does not, however, appear to alter fa-
vorably the course of the disease, either in terms of attack
rate or disease progression (Type C recommendation).

Cyclosporine:

1. Based on this Class I study, it is considered possible that
cyclosporine provides some therapeutic benefit in progressive
MS (Type C recommendation).

. However, the frequent occurrence of adverse reactions to
treatment, especially nephrotoxicity, together with the small
magnitude of the potential benefit, makes the risk/benefit
of this therapeutic approach unacceptable (Type B
recommendation).

Mitoxantrone:

1. On the basis of generally consistent Class II and III studies,
it is concluded that mitoxantrone probably reduces the attack
rate in patients with relapsing forms of MS (Type B recom-
mendation). The potential toxicity of mitoxantrone, however,
may outweigh the clinical benefits early in the course of
disease.
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Overview

Epidemiology and Diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis (MS)is a chronic recurrent inflammatory disorder of the central nervous

system (CNS). The disease results in injury to the myelin sheaths, the oligodendrocytes and, to a lesser

extent, the axons and nerve cells themselves (1-5). Womenare affected more often than men. The disease

typically becomesclinically apparent between the ages of 20 and 40 years, although, it can begin either

earlier or later in life. In Canada, Europe, and the United States (US) the prevalence ranges from 100-200

cases per 100,000 population. The cause of MS is unknown although immune mediated mechanismsare

almostcertainly involved, either primarily or secondarily, and many authors favor a primary autoimmune

basis for MS (5). MSis characterized pathologically by patches of demyelination that are found

multifocally within the CNS white matter. Grey matter is relatively spared, as are the nerve axons

although recent reports have highlighted the importance of axonal injury (4,6). There is considerable

evidence indicating that autoreactive T-cells proliferate, cross the blood-brain barrier, and enter the CNS

underthe influence of cellular adhesion molecules and pro-inflammatory cytokines (7,8). In addition to

T-cells, other mononuclearcells (macrophages and, to a lesser extent, B-cells) are also present in acute

MSlesions. In chronic MSlesions, by contrast, the histological evidence of active inflammationis less

conspicuousandlesions are characterized by gliosis as well as by a variable degree of axonalloss.

The symptoms of MSvary, depending, in part, upon the location of plaques within the CNS.

Common symptomsinclude sensory disturbancesin the limbs, optic nerve dysfunction, pyramidal tract

dysfunction, bladder or bowel dysfunction, sexual dysfunction, ataxia, and diplopia (5). Four different

clinical courses of MS have been defined (9). Thefirst, relapsing/remitting MS (RRMS), accounts for

approximately 85-90% of MS casesat onset (1-3). It is characterized by self-limited attacks of

neurological dysfunction. These attacks develop acutely, evolving over days to weeks. Overthe next

several weeks to months, the majority of patients experience a recovery of function that is often (but not

always) complete. In between attacks the patient is neurologically and symptomatically stable. The

second clinical course, secondary progressive MS (SPMS), begins as RRMSbut, at some point, changes

such that the attack rate is reduced and the course becomes characterized by a steady deterioration in

function, unrelated to acute attacks. This type of MS, which ultimately develops in approximately 80% of

RRMSpatients, causes the greatest amount of neurological disability. Longitudinal population-based

studies have found that 50% of patients require some assistance with ambulation after 15 years and that

over 80% of MSpatients reach this level of disability after 30 years. Even among patients who have

experiencedlittle disability in the first 10 years of their illness, significant disability often develops

subsequently (10). The clinical course for an individual patientis difficult to predict. Men, patients with



Table 1. List of Abbreviations

1. Adrenocorticotropic Hormone (ACTH) 17. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
2. Ambulation Index (AI) 18. Millions of International Units (MIU)
3. Areaa under the curve (AUC) 19. Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
4. Brain ParenchymalFraction (BPF) 20. MS Functional Composite (MSFC)
5. Central Nervous System (CNS) 21. Neutralizing Antibody (NAb)
6. Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) 22. Nine-Hole Peg Test (9HPT)
7. Clinically Definite MS (CDMS) 23. Not significant (ns)
8. Extended Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 24. Optic Neuritis Treatment Trial (ONTT)
9. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 25. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test
10. Gadolinium (Gd) (PASAT)
11. Immunoglobulin Gamma (IgG) 26. Primary Progressive MS (PPMS)
12. Integrated disability status scale (IDSS) 27. Relapsing/Progressive MS (RPMS)
13. Interferon beta-la (IFNB-1a) 28. Relapsing/Remitting MS (RRMS)
14. Interferon beta-1b (IFNB-1b) 29. Secondary Progressive MS (SPMS)
15. Intravenous Immunoglobulin (IVIg) 30. Scripps Neurologic Rating Scale (SNRS)
16. Intravenous Methylprednisolone (IVMP) 31. United States (US)

early motor or cerebellar symptoms, patients with frequent attacks, patients with residual deficits after

early attacks, patients with greater disease burden seen on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and

patients with moderate disability after 5 years of illness, seem to have a greater likelihood of becoming

disabled than patients without these risk factors.

Thethird clinical type, primary progressive MS (PPMS), represents only about 10% ofcasesat

onset. In PPMS,patients experience a steady decline in function from the beginning and never have acute

attacks. These patients have a more even sex distribution, tend to have a later age of onset, and may have

a worse prognosis for ultimate disability compared to patients with RRMS. The fourth type,

progressive/relapsing MS (PRMS), also begins with a progressive course although these patients

experience occasional attacks, which are superimposed upontheir steadily progressive disease course.

Somepatients with RRMShave a benignillness and never develop marked disability. This fact

needs to be considered when treatment options are contemplated for individual patients. Moreover,it is

possible that the poor long-term prognosis for MS may be considerably overestimated. For example, in

patients with attacks of optic neuritis (a condition closely linked to MS with similar genetic

determinants), the conversionrate to clinically definite MS in one report was as low as 64% at 40 years

(11). If this observation is correct, it may be that benign forms of MS are much moreprevalent than is

currently believed. Nevertheless, in patients with clinically isolated syndromes, certain laboratory features

such as abnormalities on brain MRI, the presence of oligoclonal bands in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), or

abnormalities on evoked potential testing, significantly increase the likelihood of developing MSin the

future (12-14), and it may be possible to use the results of these investigations to select those patients who

are most suitable for therapeutic intervention. For example, over 50% of patients with monosymptomatic



disease will have MRI abnormalities consistent with MS and, of these, 80% will develop clinically

definite MS (CDMS)within the next 10 years (12). By contrast, in the absence of such MRI abnormalities

the 10-year risk of developing CDMSisless than 20%.

In 1982, an international Workshop on the Diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis developed the

currently used diagnostic criteria for MS (15). These criteria incorporate clinical information, together

with evoked potential results, MRI findings, and CSF analysis into the diagnostic algorithm. For example,

utilizing such paraclinical evidence of a secondlesion (e.g., from MRI or evoked potential studies), these

criteria allow a diagnosis of CDMSto be madein a patient with a relapsing course but in whom thereis

only clinical evidence of a single lesion (15). The diagnosis of CDMS, however, canstill be made without

any additional studies in a patient who hasa relapsing/remitting course and who has evidence of disease

at more than one CNSlocation on neurological examination. CSF evaluation can demonstrate the local

CNSproduction of gammaglobulin (IgG) and, during an acute attack, may also show a pleocytosis. This

local IgG production is reflected by an increased percentage of IgG in the spinal fluid compared to the

serum (expressed as either an IgG index or an IgG synthesis rate), or by the presence of oligoclonal IgG

bands specific to the CSF on protein electrophoresis. Evoked potential testing may demonstrate functional

disturbances in afferent pathwaysthat are not evident on clinical examination and, thus, establish the

presence of multifocal disease (13). MRI is capable of identifying areas of demyelination or inflammation

within the CNS that are clinically silent. Recently, an international consensus conference was convened in

Londonto revise the current diagnostic classification scheme so that advances in our understanding of the

MRI in MScould be better incorporated into the diagnostic algorithm (16). The new diagnostic

classification scheme, however, makes the MRIcriteria for diagnosis much more stringent than

previously andit is unclear how widely they will be accepted.

Outcome Measures in MSClinical Trials

Evaluation of the relative effectiveness of different therapies requires consideration of which

outcome measure, or measures, are relevant to the goals of therapy. Clearly, the most important

therapeutic aim of any disease modifying treatment of MSis to prevent or postpone long-term disability.

However, long-term disability in MS often evolves slowly over many years (1-3). Clinicaltrials, by

contrast, study patients for only short periods of time (two or three years) and, therefore, use only short-

term outcome measures to assess efficacy. As a result, it is important to validate any short-term measure

by its correlation with the actual patient outcome many years later. Regrettably, data ofthis kind is largely

unavailable. As a result, most clinical trials have tended to use a combination of short-term measures to

establish that treatment at least reduces the biological activity of MS. In such a circumstanceit is probably

best to use a combination of measures including both clinical and MRI outcomes. Clinical measures are



clearly the most important to the patient but they are also subject to errors arising from observer

unblinding and bias. MRI measures, by contrast, are objective measures of someaspects of the pathology

of MS. These measures, however, although objective, are not perfect and can be influenced by differences

in technique. Nevertheless, these measures are not susceptible to the same kindsoferrors as clinical

measures and they can be used to provide objective support for a clinical outcomethat is of primary

interest. For example, several recent trials have used MRI measures ofdisease activity (e.g., new lesions,

enhancing lesions, or combined uniqueactive lesions) to support therapeutic claimsrelating to clinical

attack rate (17-28). Similarly, MRI measures of disease severity such as changesin the total volume of

T2-disease burden seen on MRI(and,in the future, measures such as cerebral atrophy, total brain N-

acetylaspartate, or T1-black holes) have been used to support claims of therapeutic benefit with respect to

clinical measures of disease severity such as confirmed disability progression (17-28).

The assessmentof disability is clearly a critical part of clinical trial design. The expanded

disability status scale (EDSS) has been the most widely employedscale for this purpose (29) and this

scale has been used in almostall recently published studies (17-28). Unfortunately, the EDSSis quite

complicated to score and, at lower degrees of disability, the scale is quite subjective and has poorinter-

rater and test-retest reliability (30-32). Moreover,it is very non-linear over its range in comparison with

the actual level of function (33). For example, a one point EDSS changeat the low endofthe scale

reflects only a trivial change in function, comparedto a similar change at the mid-point, whichreflects a

substantial increase in disability. Some recent clinical studies (17, 26,27) have tried to makethe scale

more reliable by measuring the so-called confirmed 1-point EDSS change(i.e., a change of one or more

EDSS point sustained on two consecutive assessments performed 3 or 6 months apart). Others, excluding

determinations made during acute relapses, have used an unconfirmed EDSSchange of1.5 point (23) to

define treatmentfailure as analyzed by survival methods. Still others have used an EDSS changeof1-

point or more from baseline (unconfirmed)at the end ofthetrial to represent a categorical failure of

therapy (17,22,23). All of these methods, however, fail to account for the deficiencies of the EDSS.For

example, using any fixed EDSS change (whether confirmed ornot) fails to account adequately for the

non-linearity of the EDSSscale. It is also of note that survival analysis methods presuppose that any

patient whofails treatment cannot recover. Importantly, however, when the outcome in the placebo arms

of two recentclinical trials were analyzed (20,22), the authors found that, of patients with a confirmed

EDSSprogression ofeither | or 2 points sustained for as long as 6 months, approximately 50% improved

toward their baseline level of function and reverted to a non-progressive status (34). Clearly, such

findings underminethe validity of confirmed progression as a measure offixed disability. Such a finding,

however, also underminesthe validity of the other clinical disability measures, particularly those

outcomes that are measuredat one point in time(i.e., measures that are unconfirmed), which will be



substantially contaminated by both short-term and long-term fluctuations in function that are

characteristic of this disease. One method of including more of the data, which has been proposedis to

calculate the so-called area under the curve (AUC) orthe integrated (I) DSS (34). In fact, however, when

the EDSS determinations are evenly spaced, the IDSS method reducesto a simple arithmetic average of

the recorded EDSSscores. As such, it gives equal weight to scores measured soonafter the beginning of

treatment (when few group differences are expected) and to scoresat the end ofthe trial period (when,

hopefully, the group differences would be maximal). As a result of all of these considerations, more valid

measures offixed clinical disability progression are clearly needed.

Alternative scales, such as the Scripps neurologic rating scale (SNRS)or the ambulatory index

(AI), have been proposed as possible substitutes for the EDSS (35,36). However, scores on these other

scales are highly cross-correlated with the EDSS (37) and, thus, they providelittle theoretical advantage.

Anotherdifficulty with each of these scales is that they mainly assess a patient’s physical disability and

not their mental function, even though cognitive dysfunction is known to be commonin MS patients

(38,39). In response to some of these concerns, a task force of the National MS Society developed the

multiple sclerosis functional composite (MSFC)score with the notion of ultimately replacing the EDSS

(40, 41). This score is an impairment measure derived from the so-called z-scores on the 25-foot timed-

ambulation test, the paced auditory serial addition test (PASAT), and the 9-Hole peg test (QHPT). Thus,

the MSFCscore puts a greater weight on mental function than other measures and it may bethat this scale

will prove to be an importanttoolin clinical trials. Nevertheless, the high correlation of the MSFC with

EDSS (40, 41), the marked variability in the standard deviation of the componentscores(1.e., the timed

ambulation, the PASAT, and the 9HPT)over the range of EDSSscores (40, 41), and the difficulty of

defining a confirmed change on this measure,raise at least some question about how muchof an

improvementthis scale actually represents. In addition, it would be disconcerting if, in a particular

clinicaltrial, the treatment effect found using the MSFC(or any composite scale) were due entirely to the

findings on only a single component score such as the 9HPT (42). In this circumstance, the validity of the

composite measure would be uncertain unless a change on that componentscore, byitself, proved to be

correlated with long-term functional outcome. Nevertheless, the MSFCis relatively untested at the

momentandits clinical utility remains to be established.

As a result of difficulties in the measurementof disability, many authors have preferred to use

attack rate as the primary outcomeofclinicaltrials (17-24). Such an approachisattractive for several

reasons.First, attack rate seems to measure a relevantclinical aspect of the disease. Moreover, when used

together with MRI measures oflesion activity, it provides an estimate of the biological activity of the

illness. Second,it is a reasonably objective clinical measure, especially in circumstances where minor

fluctuations in function are eliminated from the definition of an attack. Third, patients typically



experience several attacks during the course ofa clinical trial so that the statistical power to detect group

differences with this measure is generally adequate. Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, clinical attack

rate can be confirmed by related (and objective) MRI measures (e.g., new lesions, enhancing lesions, or

combined unique active lesions), which reveal considerably more disease activity when compared to their

clinical counterpart. Thus, these MRI measures provide even better statistical power to detect group

differences. The main disadvantage to the use of attack rate measures, however,is the uncertain

relationship betweenthe attack rate and long-term disability (3, 43,44). Indeed, one recent report (45)

suggested that reducing short-term attack-rate measures may not be associated with a delay in the accrual

of disability in MS. Unfortunately, however, this study failed even to evaluate the relationship between

early attack-rate and subsequentdisability in RRMS. The reported data, therefore, cannot be used to

address this question. Moreover,as discussed earlier, other population based studies (1-3), as well as an

analysis of a large database from a combination ofrecent clinicaltrials (46), have showna relationship

between the early clinical attack rate and the development of subsequentdisability.

Treatment of Multiple Sclerosis

There are at least three potential kinds of therapy for patients with MS. Thefirst is treatment

aimed reducing the biological activity of MS in order to prevent or postpone future neurological injury;

the second is symptomatic treatment for specific clinical complaints (e.g., bladder dysfunction, spasticity,

fatigue, etc.); and the third is treatment to repair the neural damage caused by MS. Recently there has

been a considerable increase in the numberof agents available for the treatment of multiple sclerosis,

particularly agents in the first of these categories. It is the purpose of this assessment, therefore, to

considerthe clinical use of these disease-modifying agents including the anti-inflammatory,

immunomodulatory and immunosuppressive treatments that are currently available. Symptomatic and

reparative therapies will not be considered.

Before considering the evidence from individualtrials, however, a few statistical and

interpretational points are worth bearing in mind.First, although a p-value of 0.05 is commonly taken as

evidence of a therapeutic benefit to treatment, there is concern that this may be too liberal a standard. For

example, the TypeI errorrate (i.e., the so-called a-error) reflects the likelihood of concluding incorrectly

that a useless treatment is of value. Surprisingly, however, for an experimental observation with a p-value

of 0.05, the calculated (i.e., theoretically expected) minimum TypeI error rate, for a two-tailed

comparison,is actually 13% (47-50). For a one-tailed comparison this minimum TypeI errorrate is

actually 21% (47-50). Thus, if the aim is to reduce the Type I error rate to the nominal value of 5% for

statistical significance (for a single comparison), using this type of analysis, the observed p-value would

need to be 0.01 or less (47-50). Consequently, when evaluating the results from a particulartrial,



statistical observations between p=0.01 and p=0.05 should be regarded as marginal. This is especially true

when the study under consideration reports multiple between-groupstatistical comparisons, because

multiple comparisons markedly inflate the actual Type I error rate and require a much more stringent

statistical adjustment (51-55). There is also concern about the TypeII errorrate ofclinical trials (i.e., the

so-called B error), which reflects the likelihood of concluding incorrectly that a useful treatmentis of no

value (56). For example, one recent trial (22) found that, after two years of treatment, sustained disability

progression was non-significantly reduced by 12%. Clearly, such a result cannot be used to reject a true

12% reduction in this measure and,in fact, this non-significant observationis still compatible with an

even more robust treatment effect (56). The issueis the statistical power(i.e., 1-B) of the clinical trial to

detect group differences and this, in turn, is related to the number ofsubjects studied (56). In this

particulartrial (22), the numberof subjects studied(i.e., 251) provided insufficient powerto detect a 12%

change on this outcome. If a much larger number of subjects had been entered into the trial, and if the

same magnitude and variability of the treatment effect had been obtained, this change would have been

statistically significant. As a consequenceof such difficulties, it is important to recognize that negative

results from small clinical trials generally provide little assurance that a true treatment effect has not been

missed. Second, becauseit is uncertain which outcome measurescorrelate best with future function,

clinical trials that use a combination of outcome measures (including both clinical and confirmatory MRI

measures), should be judged as stronger evidence than those that rely on only a single measure, especially

when that measure is a subjective clinical score. Third, it is important to recognize that boththestatistical

significance of a finding and the magnitudeofthe treatmenteffect (i.e., the effect-size) provide important

complementary information about the quality of the evidence. Thestatistical significance relates to the

believability of a result whereasthe effect size relates to its clinical importance. Trials with large effects

of marginal significance andtrials with significant effects of marginal importance should both be judged

as providing equivocal evidence. Fourth, it should be noted that treatments aimed at limiting future CNS

injury would not be expected to cause an already-disabled patient to improve dramatically, even though

somepatients may experience someclinical improvementbased onintrinsic self-repair mechanisms. As a

consequence, reports of substantial improvement following the use of such agents should be viewed with

caution.

Lastly, there are concerns regarding the cost-benefit ratio of any therapy that is widely

recommended to patients with MS. These concerns are relevant to circumstances, such as with the

currently available immunomodulatory agents, where the cost is high and the expected short-term benefit

is modest. Indeed, differences (both between individual physicians and between countries) in how this

cost-benefit ratio is assessed will inevitably influence how these agents are actually prescribed. However,

cost-benefit calculations are complex. They generally require many assumptions of debatable validity and



often result in a ratio of uncertain value, both to the patient and to the society. Nevertheless, if early

treatment is demonstrated to preserve employment, intellect, and self-care for years or decades, both

societal costs and family welfare will benefit. Although of unquestioned import, these concerns are more

a matter of public policy than ofpatient care. As a result, a consideration of these issues is beyond the

scope of the present manuscript, which is focused instead on the evidence in favor ofclinical efficacy for

the different therapeutic strategies.

Theliterature search was conducted by the Center for Clinical Health Policy Research at Duke

University under a contract with the Paralyzed Veterans of America. Articles were initially searched in

the database MEDLINEandsubsequently in the databases of HealthSTAR and CINAHL.Thelatter two

databases, however, did not contribute additional articles to the search. Additional articles were identified

by review ofcitation lists of articles reviewed for inclusion. There were 7 topic-specific searches

including ACTH,glatirameracetate, interferon, intravenous gammaglobulin, plasmapheresis, steroids,

and a combined search on mitoxantrone, methotrexate, azathioprine, cladribine, cyclophosphamide and

cylcosporine. The basic search strategy incorporated terms for study design and MS. Studies that were

included involved predominantly adults (>17 years), were randomized prospective trials of 20 or more

subjects, and included outcome measuresrelated to either disease activity or disability. In all, 683

abstracts and 207 full-text articles were reviewed, of which 81 were summarized as evidencetables.

Three additional articles were identified by panel members and summarized in evidence tables. The

original searches were conducted in August 1998, and were updated for the last time in November1999.

Morerecentarticles included in this documentwere identified by panel members using both a Medline

search and a review ofrecent issues of key journals. Individual panel members also reviewedall of these

articles (so identified) with respect to the Duke classification and evidencetables.



Table 2. Rating of Evidence Classification Scheme
 

Rating of
recommendation

A = Established as

effective, ineffective or

harmful for the given
condition in the specified

population

B = Probably effective,
ineffective or harmful for

the given condition in the
specified population

Translation of evidenceto

recommendations

Level A rating requires at least
one convincing class I study or

at least two consistent,
convincing class II studies

Level B rating requires at least
one convincing class II study or
at least three consistent class II]

studies

 

C = Possibly effective,
ineffective or harmful for

the given condition in the
specified population

U = Data inadequate or
conflicting. Given current
knowledge, treatment is

unproven.

 Level C rating requiresat least
two convincing and consistent

class III studies

Rating of Therapeutic Article

Class I: Prospective, randomized, controlled
clinical trial with masked outcome assessment,

in a representative population. The following
are required:

a) primary outcome(s) is/are clearly defined
b) exclusion/inclusioncriteria are clearly

defined

c) adequate accounting for drop-outs and
cross-overs with numberssufficiently low
to have minimalpotential for bias
relevant baseline characteristics are

presented and substantially equivalent
among treatment groupsorthere is
appropriate statistical adjustment for
differences.

Class II: Prospective matched group cohort
study in a representative population with
masked outcome assessmentthat meets a-d

above OR a RCT inarepresentative population
that lacks onecriteria a-d.

Class III: All other controlled trials (including
well-defined natural history controls or patients
serving as own controls) in a representative
population, where outcome assessmentis
independentof patient treatment.

 
Class IV: Evidence from uncontrolled studies,

case series, case reports, or expert opinion.
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Analysis of the Evidence

Glucocorticoids

Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)stimulates both glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid

production. Following early reports regarding the potential benefit of ACTH on MSexacerbations, a large

multicenter trial of ACTH in patients with MS was undertaken (57). This trial involved 197 patients with

acute MSattacks treated with either placebo or intramuscular (i.m.) ACTH (40 units twice daily for 4

days followed by a tapering course over 7 days). Patients were evaluated prior to therapy and weekly

thereafter for 4 weeks. It was found that ACTHaccelerated clinical improvement compared to the placebo

treated group although there wasno significant difference in outcome between groupsat the end of the

study. Moreover, the blinding of this study may not have been adequate because side-effects were

significantly more commonin the treated arm compared to the placebo arm (p<0.0001), and because the

evaluating physicians were able to guess correctly the treatment assignments of the patients in 68.5% of

cases (p<0.0001 compared to chance). Asa result, the authors themselves concludedthat these findings

were quite marginal, noting that “at no time was the improvementparticularly obvious or outstanding”.

In summary, this study provides Class II evidence (see Table 2 for Ratings of Evidence Classification)

that ACTHspeedsclinical recovery following an acute attack of MS. No long-term benefit to ACTH

treatment is suggested by this data.

In a comparison study, (58) 61 MSpatients with an acute relapse, were randomizedto receive

either 1 g of intravenous(i.v.) methylprednisolone treatment (IVMP) daily for three days or im. ACTH

for 14 days (80 units per day for a week followed by a one week taper). Masking was accomplished by

administration of i.v. placebo to the ACTH group for 3 days and i.m. placebo to the IVMP groupfor 14

days. Although, both groups improvedclinically, there was no significant difference (ns) in outcome

between the two treatment groups. In another small study of MS exacerbations, oral dexamethasone and

ACTHtreated groups experienced shorter duration relapses compared to a group treated with oral

methylprednisolone, although these effects were notstatistically significant (59). These studies provide

only weak support of a treatment benefit for any of the glucocorticoid regimens investigated because no

placebo groups were included. They also provide someClass II evidence that there is little therapeutic

difference between the different glucocorticoid regimens used. The data, however, are inadequate to draw

strong conclusionsin this regard.

There were 27 articles identified in which the use of glucocorticoids were studied in MS.

However, six of these trials involved the use of additional medications, either given together with steroids

or compared with steroids. These agents included azathioprine, cyclosporine, mitoxantrone, and beta

11



interferon. Asaresult it is not possible to separate any potential contributory effect of steroids in these

trials. Of the remaining 21 papers, nine were Class I, six were Class I, and the remainder were either

Class III or IV.

Ofthe fifteen articles identified with Class I or II evidence, five related to the optic neuritis

treatmenttrial (ONTT), begun in 1988 (60-66). This multicenter trial evaluated the effectiveness of

glucocorticoids in the treatment of acute optic neuritis. The two active treatment arms received either 1 g

of IVMP daily for 3 days followed by 11 days of oral prednisone (1 mg/kg/day), or a 14-day course of

oral prednisone alone. Each group was comparedto a third group that received placebo. Four hundred

and fifty seven patients were enrolled and the primary endpoints of the trial were visual field and contrast

sensitivity. IVMP-treated patients were only single-blinded and the blinded outcome assessment was

compromised. Visual acuity and color vision were secondary endpoints. With regard to the primary and

secondary endpoints, these authors reported that the [VMP group had a faster recovery of visual function

than the placebo groupin the first month. By 6 months, the two groups werenotstatistically different

with respect to visual recovery. The rate of recovery of visual function in the oral prednisone group was

intermediate between the other two groups and wasnotstatistically different from either. This trial also

reported that there was an increase in the numberofepisodesof recurrent optic neuritis following oral

prednisone treatment alone (60). This unexpected finding was only marginally significant (p=0.02) andit

was not one of the preplanned primary outcomes of the ONTT.Thistrial also reported that treatment with

IVMP slowsthe time to development of CDMSover 2 years (64). The methodology used by the ONTT

and the validity of both of these observations, however, have been challenged (50, 67-69). Moreover, an

earlier study of patients with optic neuritis (70) reported exactly opposite findings. In this small

retrospective study (Class III), patients treated with IVMPfor three days at 1g/day, experienced more

recurrent episodes of optic neuritis and a faster progression to CDMSthan did patients treated with oral

prednisonealone (70).

In summary,this study provides Class II evidence that the use of [VMPincreases the rate of

recovery of visual function in optic neuritis. There were no significant differences in visual outcome

between the IVMPandprednisonetreated groups, so that the relative value of oral and intravenous

glucocorticoids in the treatment of optic neuritis cannot be easily judged. Moreover, this study provides

no evidence of any benefit from short-term glucocorticoid treatment with regard to visual outcome.

Because methodological flaws affect certain aspects of the ONTT (50, 67-69), its results regarding

recurrent optic neuritis and the development of MS should be regarded as unproven.

In a 1987 study (71), 22 patients with acute relapses were randomized to receive IVMPat

500mg/day for five days or i.v. placebo. A benefit on EDSS and functional scores was observed at 1 and

4 weeksin the treatment group comparedto the placebo group (p=0.04). Another study with 23 patients
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(72) showedthat patients experiencing an acute relapse experienced short-term benefit from IVMP and an

oral prednisone taper compared to placebo. Both of these studies, although small, provide some ClassII

data to support a short-term benefit to treatment of acute MSattacks with IVMP.

The total dose of glucocorticoid administered and the need for a taper following treatment may be

important. For example, the use of high dose steroid treatment is knownto accelerate resolution of

gadolinium enhancement on MRI scanning (73-76). One study (76) investigated two doses of [VMPin

patients with RRMS; 0.5g/day compared to 2g/day, each administered for five days. The higher dose

regimen was associated with a greater reduction in both the number of MRI enhancing lesions and the

number of new enhancinglesionsat thirty and sixty days following onset of therapy (77). Following the

cessation of steroid treatment, however, a second burst of gadolinium enhancement has been reported to

occur which mayrelate to the rate of steroid discontinuation (78-80). It has been suggested that the

abrupt withdrawal of glucocorticoids may produce a temporary adrenalectomy-like hypo-glucocorticoid

state until adrenal function and glucocorticoid receptor levels rebound (81). In the animal model of

inflammatory demyelination, experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, it has been found that abrupt

withdrawal of dexamethasoneled to severe clinical and histological relapses whereas a slow taper of

steroids was associated with a prevention of relapses (81).

Unfortunately, the clinical data regarding these points have been limited. There have not been any

well-designed placebo-controlled trials that compare high doseoral steroids to high dose IV preparations.

These drugsare off-patent and the costs of randomized double-blind studies of sufficient size are often

prohibitive. In a small study, 35 MSpatients with acute relapse were randomizedto receive either [VMP

(500mg for five days plus an oral placebo) or oral methylprednisolone (500mgfor five days plus an i.v.

placebo) (82). Both groups demonstrated significant improvementfollowing therapy without any

differences between the groups with respect to EDSS. In 79 relapsing MSpatients, the authors compared

a low dose oral methylprednisolonetaper(starting at 48mg) versus IVMPat |g/day for three days and

failed to show any differences in EDSSor AI following therapy (83). It is possible, however, that the wait

before beginning treatment in this study was too long to show a benefit to more aggressive treatment.

Additionally, the results of two placebo controlled high-dose oral methylprednisolone studies in patients

with RRMSorwith those with monosymptomatic optic neuritis have been reported (84,85). Oral

methylprednisolone at 500mg for five days followed by a ten day taper was compared to placebo and a

significant short-term benefit to treatment was noted in both studies (84,85). A trial of['VMP at 500mg

versus 10mg given bimonthly for two years in 108 patients with secondary progressive MS with relapses

has also been reported (86). Assessed outcomes included EDSS, AI, 9HPT, Box and Blocktest, and the

numberof patients with three or more exacerbations. Log rank comparisons favored the higher dose

group although the primary outcome measureforthis trial (sustained failure on a composite outcome) was
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not significantly different between groups (p=0.18). In sum, these studies, although small, are, in general,

well designed (Class I and II), and provide consistent evidence that glucocorticoids have a short-term

benefit in the management of acute MS attacks. Theydo not, however, provide convincing guidance with

regard to the optimaltotal glucocorticoid dose or route of administration.

The preliminary results of a trial of pulse high-dose methylprednisolone in the treatment of MS

were recently presented (87). This trial involved 10 patients using a single crossover design. Patients were

observed for six months and those patients with active disease (three new lesions in six monthly scans)

were subsequently treated with monthly IVMP (500 mg followed by a three day oral taper). The number

of Gd-enhancinglesions during treatment were reduced by 47% compared to the baseline activity during

the six months prior to treatment (p<0.05). The concerns regarding this study include the small number of

patients studied. Of greater concern, however, is the fact that the patients were selected for this study

because ofa high baseline level of MRI activity during the first six months of observation. In this

circumstance, regression to the mean would be expectedto result in a reduction in MRIactivity in the

second six months ofthe trial regardless of therapy. As a result, this trial only provides ClassIII evidence

of efficacy for this therapeutic approach. Anothertrial of glucocorticoids in the treatment of RRMS was

recently presented (88). This trial was a single-blind, randomized controlled phaseII trial comparing

regular use of pulse [VMP with IVMPgiven only during times ofacute relapse in 88 patients treated over

5 years (Class II evidence). This trial reported that, after 5 years of treatment, the group receiving regular

IVMPhad a smaller T1-weighted black hole volume on MRI (p<0.0001), less brain atrophy (p=0.003),

and a longer time to EDSS worsening (p<0.0001), compared to patients who received IVMPonly for

acute attacks. There was no difference between groups with respect to T2-lesion volume or annual relapse

rate. Althoughthis trial is small and the results preliminary, the reported findings suggest that this

therapeutic approach deserves further investigation.

e Insummary, on the basis of several and generally consistent Class I and Class II studies,

glucocorticoid treatment has been demonstrated to have a short-term benefit on the speed of

functional recovery in patients with acute attacks of MS (Type A recommendation). There does

not appear, however, to be any long-term improvementin the degree of functional recovery from

an attack following the use of glucocorticoids (Type B recommendation). Neither is there, at

present, compelling evidence to suggest that these modestclinical benefits are influenced by the

route of glucocorticoid administration, the particular glucocorticoid prescribed, or the dosage of

glucocorticoid,at least at the doses that have been studied to date (Type C recommendation).

e Onthebasis of a single Class II study it is considered possible that regular pulse glucocorticoids

may be useful in the long-term management of patients with RRMS (Type C recommendation)
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Immunomodulatory Treatments

In 1993, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), on the basis of a large multicenter placebo-

controlled trial, approved interferon beta-1b (IFNB-1b or Betaseron) for the treatment of RRMSin the

US. Subsequently, two additional immunomodulatory agents (IFNB-la [Avonex] and glatiramer acetate

[Copaxone]) have also been approved by the FDA for use in the US and, in addition, a third (IFNB-1a or

Rebif) has been approved in Canada, Europe, and other parts of the world.

Interferon beta

Clinical Trial Results. The multicenter study of IFNB-1b (Betaseron) in RRMS (17-19) was

randomized, double-blind and placebo-controlled (Class I evidence). It included 372 RRMS patients who

had scores on the EDSSof5.5 or below and who had experiencedat least 2 attacks in the prior 2 years.

Patients were randomized to receive placebo, low-dose (1.6 MIU; 50 jg), or high-dose (8 MIU; 250 pg)

IFNB-1b, subcutaneously (s.c.), every other day for 2 years. After 2 years, compared to placebo, treatment

with high-dose IFNB-1b reduced the clinical relapse rate (-34%; p<0.0001), which was the primary end-

point ofthe study. In addition, the MRI attack rate as measured by median numberof T2 active lesions(-

83%; p<0.009) and the median volume of MRI T2 disease burden (-17.3%; p=0.001) were reducedin the

IFNB-1b arm comparedto placebo-treated patients. The high dose also resulted in a reduction in the

confirmed 1|-point EDSS progressionrate but this was notstatistically significant (-29%; p=0.16). This

trial, however, did report a reduction in the unconfirmed 1-point EDSS worsening overthree years of

study (-31%; p=0.043).

In summary,this trial provides Class I evidence that IFNB reduces the relapse rate (measured

either clinically or by MRI) in patients with RRMS. Theeffect of treatment on measures of disease

severity (i.e., MRI disease burden and disability progression) is less consistent. There was a robust effect

of treatment on the MRI disease burden butnostatistically significant effect on the measure of confirmed

1-point EDSS progression.

The IFNB-1la (Avonex)trial (26,89,90) was also multicenter, randomized, and placebo-controlled

(Class I evidence). It included 301 RRMS patients who had an EDSSscoreof 1.0-3.5, and who had

experienced at least 2 attacks in the 3 years prior to study entry. Patients were treated either with placebo

or IFNB-1la, 6 MIU/wk (30 tg/wk), i.m. for two years. This trial was stopped earlier than originally

designed, so that only 57% (172 patients) completed the full two years on study medication. Compared to

placebo, treatment with Avonex for two years produced a reduction in the confirmed |-point EDSS
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progression rate (-37%; p=0.02), which was the primary end-pointofthetrial. In addition, the clinical

attack rate (-18%; p=0.04) and the MRIattack rate as measured by the median numberof gadolinium

enhancing lesions (-33%; p=0.05) were reduced in the IFNB-1a arm comparedto placebo-treated patients.

The total volume of T2 disease burden seen on MRIwasalso reduced compared to placebo but this was

notstatistically significant (-6.7 %; p=0.36). This trial also found that the reduction in attack rate in the

first year of therapy (-9.6%; ns) wasless than the reduction in patients who had completed two years of

therapy (-32%; p=0.002), suggesting that the full clinical benefits of IFNB-1a therapy might be delayed

for a year or more after the initiation of treatment (21,26,91). Nevertheless, the authors provide no

statistical evidence of a difference between the one-year and two-year data and, in addition, the other

IFNtrials in RRMSdid not observe such a delay in therapeutic benefit (17-19,20,21,24). Most

importantly, however, this subgroup of patients (who had a 32% reduction in attack-rate over 2 years) had

a similar reduction in attack-rate (-29%) at the 1-year mark (91). Such an observation indicates that this

particular subgroup ofpatients(i.e., the 2-year completers) is unrepresentative of the study cohort as a

whole. As a result of this anticipated bias, therefore, the validity of any separate analysis on this subgroup

of patients is questionable. A re-analysis of the trial data (done on only the subgroup of 2-year

completers) using the ‘brain parenchymalfraction’ (BPF) to measure brain atrophy (93) showed no

statistically significant reduction in brain atrophy following two years of treatment (p=0.30). A sub-group

analysis did show a reduction of accumulated atrophy in the second yearof treatment (p=0.03). This

latter observation, however, was only marginally significant, was the result of a post hoc analysis on a

biased subset of the study population, and the reported p-value was not adjusted for the three between-

group statistical comparisons of BPF presentedin the figure of the paper (92). The validity of this

observation is therefore uncertain.

In summary,this trial provides Class I evidence that IFNB-1a reduces the biological activity of

RRMS. Importantly, the results of this trial replicate, in general, the earlier IFNB-1b trial for both clinical

and MRI outcomesalthough, again, the effect of treatment on attack rate measures was more consistent

than for measures of disease severity. Thus, both clinical and MRI measuresofattack rate were similarly

improved at two years. Additionally, there was a reduction in the confirmed 1|-point EDSSprogression

rate, although there wasnostatistically significant concomitant benefit on either MRI disease burden or

brain atrophy over the two years ofstudy.

The IFNB-1a (Rebif) trial (20,24) was similarly a randomized, multicenter, double-blind and

placebo-controlled study (Class I evidence). A total of 560 RRMS patients with an EDSS score of 5.0 or

less were entered. Only patients who had experienced 2 or morerelapses in the prior 2 years were

included. Patients were treated for 2 years with placebo or IFNB-1a at doses of either 22 ug (6 MIU)or 44
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ug (12 MIU)s.c. three times weekly. After two years there wasa significant beneficial effect of treatment

with either dose on both clinical and MRI outcome measures. Thus, compared to placebo, treatment with

IFNB-1la, 132 ug /wk (36 MIU/wk) reducedthe clinical attack rate (-32%; p<0.005), which wasthe

primary end-pointofthe trial. In addition, the MRI attack rate as measured by median numberof T2

active lesions (-78%; p<0.0001), the volume of white matter disease seen on T2-weighted MRI (-14.7%;

p<0.0001), and the confirmed 1-point EDSSprogression rate (-30%; p<0.05) were also reducedin the

IFNB-1la arm comparedto placebo.

In summary,this trial provides Class I evidence that IFNB-1a reduces the biological activity of

RRMS. Asin other IFNBtrials, this trial demonstrated a benefit to treatment on both clinical and MRI

measures ofattack rate. Also, this wasthefirst trial of IFNB in RRMSto show both a reduction in the

confirmed |-point EDSS progression and a highly significant reduction in the T2 disease burden.

The IFNB-1b (Betaferon) trial in SPMS (27) was a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-

blinded study conducted amongst 32 European centers (Class I evidence). 718 patients with an EDSS of

3.0-6.5 were included. Patients had to have either two relapses or more than 1.0 point increase in EDSSin

the prior two years. Those included were randomized to receive either placebo or IFNB-1b, 250 tg (8

MIU)s.c. every other day for up to three years. Compared to treatment with placebo, treatment with 28

MIU/wkofBetaferon reduced the confirmed 1-point EDSSprogression rate (-22%; p=0.0008), the

primary end-point of the study. In addition, the clinical attack rate (-31%; p=0.0002), the MRIattack rate

(-78%; p=0.0008), and the volume of white matter disease seen on MRI (-13%; p=0.0001), wereall

significantly reduced in the IFNB-1b arm comparedto placebo. This study also demonstrated that

treatment with IFNB-1b reduced the likelihood of becoming wheelchair bound during the study (-33%;

p=0.01). After dividing patients into those who had experiencedclinical attacks in the two years prior to

study entry and those who only experienced steady clinical deterioration, the benefit of treatment was

comparable in both subgroups. After dividing patients into those who did and those whodid not

experience attacks during thetrial, the benefit of treatment was again foundto be similar in the two

subgroups. After dividing patients into three groups based on their baseline EDSSscores (Group | = 3.0-

3.5; Group 2 = 4.0-5.5; and Group 3 = 6.0-6.5), IFN§-1b was foundto be similarly beneficial in all three

groups. However, whenthe full three-year data are analyzed, the benefit of treatment in patients with an

EDSS 6.0 is not apparent.

In summary,this trial provides Class I evidence that treatment with IFNB-1b favorably impacts

both clinical and MRI outcomesfor attack rate and disease severity in patients with SPMS.

The results of another recently completed Class I trial of IFNB-1b (Betaseron) in SPMS hasalso

been reported in preliminary form (93). Thistrial failed to find a statistically significant reduction in the
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confirmed 1-point EDSS progression rate (the primary end pointofthe trial), although it did report

significant reductionsin the clinical attack rate, the MRI attack rate, and the volume of white matter

disease seen on T2 weighted MRI. Publication of the final results from thistrial is pending. The reason

for the apparently discrepant findings between the these twotrials of IFNB-1b is not clear. Some

observers have noted that the North American cohortofpatients had significantly fewer attacks than their

European countrerparts and that, perhaps, IFN® is most effective in the relapsing phaseofthe illness. At

the moment, however, such a notion is speculative.

The recently publishedtrial of IFNB-1a (Rebif) in SPMS (94,95)also failed to find a statistically

significant reduction in the confirmed 1-point EDSS progression rate (the primary end point of thetrial).

Like the IFNb-1b (Betaseron)trial, however, this trial also found significant reductions in the clinical

attack rate, the MRI attack rate, and the volume of white matter disease seen on T2 weighted MRI. Also,

whenthe results of this trial were reanalyzed by separating patients into those with and those without

attacks, a benefit to treatment on the confirmed 1-point EDSS progression rate was noted (p=0.027) in

pateitns with relapses. The validity of such a re-analysis of the data is clearly open to question but,

nevertheless, might be taken as weak support for the speculation (noted above) that IFNB is more

effective in SPMSpatients who continue to experiencerelapses.

Anotherrecent Class I study of IFNB-1a (Avonex)in the treatment of SPMS hasbeen reported in

preliminary form (96). Using the MSFC asthe primary outcome,thistrial found that, compared to

placebo, treatment with IFNB-1a, 60 ug/wk, i.m., was beneficial over a two year period (p=0.03). This

study, however, did not find any concomitant benefit on the outcome of confirmed 1-point EDSS

progression. Moreover, the benefit seen on the MSFC outcome was due primarily on the results from the

9HPTportion of the composite score. The reported benefit of therapy in this trial, therefore, is of

uncertain reliability.

Tworecently completed trials of IFNB-1a (Avonex and Rebif) in patients at high risk of

developing MS have shownthat early treatment significantly slows the subsequent rate of conversion to

CDMS(97,98). The IFNB-1a (Avonex)trial (97) was a multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled trial

involving 383 patients who were followed for up to 3 years (Class I evidence). Patients needed to have

just experiencedtheirfirst clinically isolated (monosymptomatic) CNS event consisting of an optic

neuritis, a spinal cord syndrome,or a brainstem/cerebellar syndrome. Patients also had to have an

abnormalbrain MRIdefined as two or moreclinically silent lesions (= 3mm) on T2 weighted MRI scans,

at least one of which needed to be ovoid in appearance or periventricular in location. Patients were

initially treated with IVMP,| g/d for 3 days followed by a course oforal prednisone, | mg/kg/d for 15

days. Patients subsequently received either IFNB-1a (30 ug/wk,im.) or placebo throughoutthe study.
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Using a Cox proportional hazards model, the relative risk of developing CDMSin the treated group was

0.56 (p=0.002), indicating a 44% decrease in the rate of conversion to MS following administration of

IFNB-1a, which was the primary end-point of the trial. MRI measures also demonstrated a robust

treatment effect. Thus, at 18 months, the number of new lesions (-57%; p<0.0001), the percentage change

in the T2 lesion volume (-14%; p=0.0004), and number of enhancinglesions (-67%; p<0.0001) wereall

reduced using IFNB-1a when compared to placebo. The IFNB-1a (Rebif) trial (98) was also a multicenter

randomizedtrial (Class I evidence) involving 309 patients who had experiencedtheirfirst clinical episode

suggestive of demyelinating disease (either mono- or polysymptomatic) and who were followed for 2

years thereafter. Patients received either IFNB-1a (22 g/wk,s.c.) or placebo throughout the study. The

proportion of patients converting to CDMSwaslessin the treated group compared to placebo (-24%;

p=0.047). In addition, the median numberof T2 active lesions seen on MRI wasalso reduced in the

treated compared to placebo patients (p<0.001). Also the T2 disease burden wasalso reduced in the

treated arm comparedto placebo in both year | and year 2 ofthe trial (p=0.006 and p=0.002 respectively).

Thesetrials, therefore, provide Class I evidence that treatment with IFNB-1la delays the

development of CDMSinpatients at high risk for this outcome. Such a result is hardly surprising. Indeed,

any treatment for RRMSthat can delay the time between attacks 2 and 3 or betweenattacks 3 and4 (i.e.,

any treatment that reduces the attack rate) would also be expected to delay the time between attacks | and

2. These studies do not, however, provide evidencethat the ultimate development of CDMSis prevented

by such treatment. Neither do they provide any evidencethat early treatment affects long-term disability

outcome.

Side effects to IFNB therapy include flu-like symptoms(including fevers, chills and myalgias) as

well as mild abnormalities on routine laboratory evaluation such as mild elevation in liver function tests

or a mild lymphopenia (17,20,26). Rarely, more severe hepatotoxicity may occur. When injected

intramuscularly muscle absesses have been rarely reported. When injected subcutaneously, IFNalso

often causes reactions at the site of injection including pain, redness, induration, or, rarely, skin necrosis

(17,20). These side effects are generally more severe with higher doses of IFNB, but they can usually be

managed effectively with instructions on proper injection technique and with the use of concomitant non-

steroidal, anti-inflammatory medicationsat the time of injection. Depression, increased spasticity, and

mental abnormalities have been reported, although these symptomsalso occuras part of the underlying

disease andtheir relationship to medication is unclear. In any event, the side effects to IFNB typically

subside with continued therapy (17,20,26).
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In conclusion, on the basis of several consistent Class I studies, IFNB has been convincingly

demonstrated to reduce the attack rate (whether measuredclinically or by MRI) in patients with

MSorwith clinically isolated syndromes who areat high-risk to develop MS (Type A

recommendation). In individualtrials the benefits of treatment on measures of disease severity

(e.g., the 1-point EDSS progression rate, the T2 disease burden seen on MRI, or measures of

brain atrophy), have been less consistent. Nevertheless, even in trials where the changes on these

measures were either non-significant or statistically marginal, the trends were always in favor of

treatment, and the best results from individualtrials show convincing treatmenteffects.It is

therefore concluded that treatment of MS with IFNB producesa beneficial effect on MRI

measures of disease severity such as T2 disease burden and probably also slows sustained

disability progression (Type B recommendation).

As a result, and on the basis of the same Class I evidence,it is appropriate to consider for IFNB

treatment any patient whois at high-risk to develop CDMS,or whoalready has either RRMSor

SPMSandisstill experiencing relapses (Type A recommendation). The effectiveness of IFNB in

patients with SPMSbut without relapses is uncertain (Type U recommendation). The actual

decision to begin treatment in an individual patient, however, must be tempered by an

understanding of the facts that the magnitude of the reported treatment benefit is modest, that the

attack rate and disease severity measures used as outcomesin clinicaltrials have an uncertain

relationship with long-term disability outcome, that somepatients will experience notable side

effects to therapy, and that somepatients with MS, even without specific therapy, will have a

relatively benign disease course.

It is possible that certain populations of MSpatients (e.g., those with more attacks or at earlier

disease stages) may be better candidates for therapy than others, and that such differences may,in

part, explain apparently discrepant observations such as those reported in the North American and

Europeantrials of IFNB-1b in SPMS. At the moment, however, there is insufficient evidence

regarding these issues (Type U Recommendation)

The Effects of IFNB Type, Route of Administration, and Dose on Clinical Outcome. Thetotal

dosage of IFNB used in the different clinical trials of both RRMS and SPMShasvaried considerably

between studies and it is important to consider the evidence that there may be a dose-response curve in

the use of IFNB for the managementof patients with MS. Because the pharmaceutical companies that

manufacture Avonex, Betaseron, and Rebif use slightly different assays to measure IFNBactivity, the

MIUscales reported in the different papers are not directly comparable between publications.
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Nevertheless, because Avonex and Rebif are both forms of IFNB-1a, they can be compared on a 1g for pg

basis. Also, the conversion IFNB-1a to IFNB-1b doses can be calculated using published data (99), with

the result that 6 MIU of Avonex (30 Lig) is equivalent to approximately 7-9 MIU of Betaseron (220-280

1g).

IFNB induces the expression of many gene products and interferon-specific markers, including

2',5'-oligoadenylate synthetase (2',5'-OAS), neopterin, tryptophan, 82-microglobulin and human Mx

protein (100). These markers reflect a range of biological activities of IFNB, including MHC Class-I gene

expression, antiviral and anti-proliferative actions, and monocyte activation. These markers have been

used as indicators of the biological activity of IFNB. The relative dose of the different preparations can

also be assessed from another recent publication (101) in which antiviral protein (MxA) stimulation was

studied in the untreated blood from 10 healthy volunteers. In this study,in vitro stimulation of peripheral

blood with all three agents (Avonex, Betaseron, and Rebif) resulted in a dose-dependant increase in MxA

levels that was roughly equivalent for each agent on a MIU for MIU basis using the published MIU

values.

Onestudy (102) initially suggested that i.m. administration of IFNB-1la caused a substantially

greater area underthe concentration-time curve for IFN§ activity in the serum comparedto s.c.

administration. By contrast, a different study (99) compared the effects of IFNB-1a given s.c. and i.m. and

IFNB-1b given s.c. on neopterin, human Mxprotein and 2',5'-OASin 75 healthy volunteers. IFNB-1a was

administered at doses of 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 MIU and IFNB-1b at doses of 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 MIU; each

patient in the study received a single dose. The results showed that the production ofall three markers

was induced in a dose-dependent manner for both IFNB-1a and IFNB-1b. Moreover, this study found no

differences in any of these biological effects between the two types of IFNB or between the different

routes of administration. Similar results have been found by other investigators (103,104). Thus, the

balance of the evidence favors the view that the route of IFNB administration is not of clinical

importance.

The previously cited study (101) also examined the levels of MxA in the peripheral blood in 237

patients with CDMSfollowing administration of IFNB. There were 78 patients receiving IFNB-1b

(Betaseron) at a dose of 8 MIU (250 pg) every other day; 71 patients receiving IFNB-1a (Rebif) at a dose

of 6 MIU (22 jg) s.c. either weekly or three times weekly; and 21 patients receiving IFNB-la (Avonex)at

a dose of 6 MIU (30 1g) intramuscularly once weekly. The level of MxA was 2.29 ng/10° peripheral

blood lymphocytes (PBLs)in the Betaseron-treated patients, 1.00 ng/10° PBLs in the Rebif-treated

patients, and 0.57 ng/10° PBLs in the Avonex-treated patients. In summary, the results ofthis trial

suggest that increasing the total weekly IFNB dose is associated with an increasing biological effect
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(Class II evidence). However, whether the measured biological effect (on MxA levels) is relevant to the

effect of IFNB on disease activity, cannot be assessed from thistrial.

Theresults of the pivotal clinical trials of IFNB in RRMSalso suggest a dose-response curve (17-

19,20,24,26,89,90). Thus, in general, when comparing the different findings of thesetrials, both the

magnitude of the reported effects on clinical and MRI outcomes, as well as their statistical significance,

seem to be greater with increasing dosages of IFNB. Nevertheless, because of differences in trial design,

differences in the MS populationsstudied, and the fact that the results were obtained in independent

clinicaltrials, this observation can only be considered as Class III evidence of a dose-response.

The findings from the two placebo-controlled Class I IFNB studies that investigated different

doses of IFNB, provide mixed results (17-19,20,24). Thus, in the Betaserontrial (17-19), treatment with

low-dose IFNB-1b (5.6 MIU/wk) wassignificantly better than placebo (p<0.01) on the measure ofclinical

attack rate over the first two years, although it was significantly less effective on this measure (p<0.0086)

than the higher dose of 28 MIU/wk.Trendsin favor of higher dose were also seen on other outcome

measures, although, no otherstatistically significant dose-effects were noted. In the Rebiftrial (20,24),

both doses were highly effective, although the high-dose arm did better on each clinical and MRI

outcome measure than the low-dose (18 MIU/wk) arm. With the exception of the outcome of T2 active

lesions (p=0.0003 comparing low-dose to high dose), however, there were nostatistical differences

between the two dosesat the 2-year time-point. Thus, although based on Class I studies, the evidence in

favor of a dose-response provided bythesetrials is only equivocal.

The Rebif trial was continued for an additional 2 years (105). Placebo-treated patients during the

first two years were re-randomizedin a double-blind fashion to receive IFNB-1a, either 66 ug or 132 pg

weekly, in divided doses. After four years, a dose-response relationship was seen for some clinical and

MRIoutcomesbut not for others. Thus, the high dose was moreeffective than the lower dose (p<0.05)at

reducing the relapse rate during years 3 and 4, prolonging the time to second relapse, and increasing the

percentage of relapse-free patients. Similarly, treatment with high dose IFNB-1a reduced the MRI disease

burden and T2 lesion activity (p<0.001) compared to low dose (Class I evidence). By contrast, the high-

dose group wasnotstatistically better than low-dose group on the outcomesof attack rate measured over

years 1-4 (-12%; p=0.069), or the time to confirmed 1-point EDSS progression (+17%; p=0.33).

Additionally, an analysis (Class III evidence) of the combinedresults of the Avonex and Rebiftrials

suggested that IFNB-1a has increasing clinical efficacy (as measured by the clinical attack rate at one

year) between the doses of 22 and 132 tg weekly (21). By contrast, the results of the SPECTRIMStrial

of IFN6-la in SPMS demonstrated no difference between 66 and 132 ug weekly with respect to any

clinical outcome measure relating to relapse rate (94).
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The results of a multi-center, double-blind, dose comparisontrial of IFNB-1a (Avonex) has

recently been reported (106). This trial included 678 patients with RRMS whoreceived IFNB-1a, either

30 pg/wk or 60 pg/wk, i.m., once weekly for a period ofat least 3 years (Class I evidence). There was no

difference in outcome between the two dosage groups with respect to EDSSprogression, relapse rate, Gd-

enhancing lesions, T2 lesion burden, or brain atrophy over the course ofthe trial (106). This trial, thus,

provides Class I evidence that 60 ug of IFNB-1a, im., once weekly provides no additional benefit over 3

years of therapy compared to 30 pg, i.m., once weekly over the sameperiod.

Recently, the preliminary results of two head-to-head comparison trials of different IFNB

preparations have been reported (107,108). The first (107) was a two-year open-label, randomizedtrial of

IFNB-1b (Betaseron; 28 MIU/wk,s.c.) compared to IFNB-1a (Avonex; 30 pg/wk,i.m.) in 188 patients

with RRMS. Only the data after 1 year of therapy has been presented. This trial found a greater clinical

benefit in the higher dose (more frequently administered) IFNB-1b group, both on clinical outcomes(i.e.,

relapse-free status and sustained progression) and on MRI outcomes(i.e., new T2 lesions or Gd-

enhancing lesions), compared to the IFNB-1a group. The evaluating physician, however, was unblinded

for clinical outcomesso that the clinical observations from this trial represent only Class III evidence.

MRI, by contrast, was assessed blindly so that these observations represent Class I evidence. The second

was a randomized, one-year open-labeltrial (108) comparing high-dose, more frequently administered,

IFNB-1a (Rebif; 132 pg/wk, s.c.) to low-dose, once weekly, IFNB-1a (Avonex; 30 pg/wk, i.m.) in 677

patients with RRMS. Both clinical and MRI outcome measures were assessed in a blinded fashion (Class

I evidence). Only data after six months of therapy, and only outcome measuresrelating to relapserate,

have been presented. At six months, the higher dose (more frequently administered) IFNB-treated group

wasStatistically superior to the low-dose group on both clinical and MRI outcome measuresrelated to

attack rate. These clinical outcomesincluded the oddsof being attack-free, the attack rate, the time to 1“

exacerbation andsteroid use, whereas the MRI outcomes included the odds of not having new T1 or T2

lesions, the total number of new lesions, and the cumulative numberof new active lesions. The design of

these trials confounds the effect of IFNB dose with the effect of the frequency of IFNB administration

because, in each, both parameters differed between the two treatment arms. Nevertheless, thesetrials

provide Class I evidence that either the dose or the frequency of IFNB administration (or both)

significantly influence the short-term outcomein patients with RRMS.Thefinal results from bothtrials

are not currently available. Nevertheless, these final results are critically important andit will be

necessary to assess whether these apparent short-term advantages to high-dose (more frequent) IFNB

therapy are sustained overtime.
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e Onthe basis of individual Class I and II studies and several pieces of consistent Class III

evidence,it is considered probable that there is a dose-response curve associated with the use of

IFNBfor the treatment of MS (Type B recommendation). It is possible, however, that a portion of

this apparent dose-effect may be due, instead, to differences in the frequency of IFNB

administration (rather than dose) between studies. Moreover, the optimal dose in current use, and

the potential value of even higher doses, cannot be determined from the evidence.

e Onthe basis of several Class II studies, the route of administration of IFNB is probably not of

clinical importance,at least with regard to efficacy (Type B recommendation). The side-effect

profile, however, does differ between routes of administration.

e Important clinical differences between the different types of IFNB have not been reported

althoughit is unknown,at present, whether such differences might exist (Type U

recommendation).

Neutralizing Antibodies to IFNB. Most patients treated with IFNB will develop antibodiesto the
 

molecule (109). Two different kinds of antibodies are produced. Thefirst, the so-called binding

antibodies, are the most prevalent and, in many cases, do not interfere with the receptor-mediated

functions of IFN.It 1s possible, however, that these antibodies might increase the clearance of IFNB

throughthe reticuloendothelial system and, thereby, lower serum IFNlevels. The second, the so-called

neutralizing antibodies (NAbs), do interfere with receptor-mediated functions and can be associated with

loss of biological activity. For example, a recent report found that NAbs were associated with a loss of

detectable serum IFNf activity (110).

Several different techniques can be used to detect the presence of antibodies to IFNB in the serum

of patients (111). Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) measure antibodiesto all of the

expressed epitopes on IFNB, including both binding antibodies and NAbs. The MxAassay measuresa

serum protein that is induced by IFNB and which is reduced in the presence of NAbs to IFNB. Cytopathic

effect (CPE) assays detect NAbs by demonstrating the neutralization of IFNB-induced inhibition ofviral-

mediated cell lysis. Currently, most diagnostic laboratories utilize the CPE assay.

In the phase III Betaserontrial (17), 38% of patients on in the high dose arm became NAb

positive (defined as two consecutive positive titers three months apart) after two years. When NAb

positive and negative patients were analyzed separately, NAb positive patients seemed to behave more

like the placebo-treated patients (109). Nevertheless, many of the patients analyzed in this fashion didn’t

become NAbpositive until late in the trial and it is not clear that clinical attacks during a patient’s

antibody-negative period should be attributed to the antibody-positive group. In addition, many of the
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antibody-positive patients (defined in this way) ultimately became NAb-negative over time. Similarly,in

the recently published four year PRISMStrial of IFNB-1a (105), although NAbs were more common in

the high-dose compared to the low-dose arm (14.3% and 23.7% respectively), the NAbs appeared to have

a significantly negative impact only in the high-dose patients (p<0.002). In the recently published

SPECTRIMSstudy of IFNB-1a (95) the percent of patients with NAbsin the high-dose arm (14.7%) was

again smaller than in the low-dose arm (20.6%). In addition, in this study, the median time to progression

wasactually longer, the attack-rate in the low-dose arm was reduced, and the attack-rate in the high-dose

arm wasincreased in the NAb positive compared to NAb negative patients. Such findings, are very

difficult to rationalize and, as a consequence,the possibility that the results are spurious cannot be

excluded. Asa result, it is uncertain how to interpret these apparent reductions of biological activity in the

NAb-positive patients. Moreover,it is not certain that the biologic activities neutralized by NAbsare even

relevant to the effect of IFNB on MS. Also,the long-term consequences of NAbs are unknown. Despite

these uncertainties, however, it is difficult to imagine that persistently high NAbtiters, at least in some

circumstances, would not have some deleterious effect on the clinical efficacy of IFNB.

In the phase HI Avonextrial only 22% of patients developed NAbsafter two years of therapy

(26). Moreover, in a separate study (112), using a two-step assay, it was reported that 39% of IFNB-1b-

treated patients and only 6% of IFNB-1a-treated patients developed NAbs. In this two step method,

patient sera are first analyzed by ELISAfor the presence of IFNB binding antibodies, and positive sera is

then screened using a CPE assay.Part of the difference in NAb-positivity between the Betaseron and

Avonextrials might relate to the dose of IFNB administered to patients. Nevertheless, as mentioned

above, in both the PRISMS and SPECTRIMStrials the prevalence of such antibodies was actually greater

in the low-dose group (20,95,105). It was suggested that so-called high zone tolerance might explain the

lower rate of NAb in the high-dose group. This notion, however, is speculative and a similar effect was

not seen in the IFNB-1b trial when comparing the two dosage arms(109).

A prospective study of 754 patients treated with different IFNB preparations (113) found

neutralizing antibodies in larger percentage ofpatients treated with IFNB-1b, s.c. (on alternate days)

compared to patients treated with IFNB-1a, i.m. (weekly). This difference, however, was most

conspicuousearly after treatment was initiated and, after 25 months of therapy, the two groups were

essentially equivalent with regard to this measure. This study also examined ‘neutralizing capacity’ in

patients treated with other IFNB regimensbut how this measurerelates to the percentage of NAbpositive

patients in each groupis unclear. Also, although mentionedin the paper, it is unclear from the actual text

why the authors were unable to compute the percentage of NAb positive patients in these other treatment

groups.
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The apparently lower immunogenicity of IFNB-1la in comparison with IFNB-1b mayrelate to a

numberoffactors. IFNB-1a is glycosylated (the naturally-occurring state for human IFNB), and it may be

that this form is less immunogenic compared to the non-glycosylated IFNB-1b (114-116). In addition, the

non-glycosylated IFNB-1b has a tendency to form aggregates (115-117). These aggregate forms probably

have lowerbiological activity, are less able to interact with the IFNB receptor, and mightpotentially lead

to an increased immunogenicity in comparison with non-aggregated forms. Another factor that may

produce a higher rate of NAb formation is a subcutaneous route of administration of IFNB. The skin,in

contrast to muscle, is quite active immunologically, with resident antigen presenting cells to mediate both

humeral and cellular immune responses. Such a circumstance might predispose to the formation of NAbs,

althoughthe results of the Avonex and Rebiftrials (see above) provide mixed evidencein this regard.

e Onthebasis of several Class I studies, treatment of MS patients with Avonex, Betaseron, or

Rebif is associated with the production of NAbs to IFNB (Type A recommendation).It is likely,

however, that the rate of NAb production is less with IFNB-1a treatment in comparison to IFNB-

1b treatment (Type B recommendation). The biological effect of NAbsis uncertain,althoughit is

possible that their presence may be associated with a reduction in clinical effectiveness of IFNB

treatment (Type C recommendation). Whetherthere is a difference in immunogenicity between

subcutaneous and intramuscular routes of administration is unknown (Type U recommendation).

Theclinical utility of measuring NAbsin an individual on IFNB therapy is uncertain (Type U

recommendation)

Glatiramer Acetate

Glatiramer acetate (Copaxone), is a random polypeptide made up of four amino acids (L-glutamic

acid, L-lysine, L-alanine, and L-tyrosine) in a specific molarratio (1.4, 3.4, 4.2, and 1.0 respectively).

The mechanism ofaction is not known, but mayrelate to a numberof immunological effects such as the

induction of antigen-specific suppressor T cells, inhibition of antigen presentation, displacing bound

myelin basic protein, or causing an immunedeviation in CD4+ T cells from a Th, to a Thz phenotype

(117-119).

Theresults of a large multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlledtrial of

glatiramer acetate (22,23) were reported initially in 1995. This trial involved 251 RRMSpatients who had

an EDSSscore of 5.0 or less and who had experienced twoor morerelapsesin the 2 yearsprior to study

entry. Patients received either placebo or 20 mgofglatirameracetate s.c. daily for up to three years. This

trial found that treatment with glatiramer acetate significantly reduced the clinical attack rate over a two
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year period (-29%; p=0.007), which wasthe primary end-pointof the study. It also reduced the confirmed

1-point EDSS progressionrate, although this change wasnotstatistically significant (-12%; ns). This trial

also reported a reduction in the unconfirmed 1-point EDSS worsening overthefirst two years of the study

(-28%; p=0.037). Also, in a secondary analysis of data from the extension phaseofthis trial (23), after

excluding determinations made during acute attacks, these authors reported a significant reduction in the

unconfirmed 1.5 point EDSS progression rate over three years in the treated patients compared to controls

(-48%; p=0.004) using survival analysis methods. This last analysis, however, is of uncertain reliability.

This outcome has not been used by other investigators and, moreover, this particular outcome wasarrived

at through post-hoc exploration of the data and the observationis, thus, of uncertain validity. No MRI

outcomes were determinedaspart ofthis trial. A second short-duration European/Canadiantrial, was

undertaken to look specifically at MRI measures (25). This was a placebo-controlled trial and involved

249 RRMSpatients who were randomizedto receive either placebo or 20 mg ofglatirameracetate s.c.

daily for 9 months (Class I evidence). Patients, at entry, had to have an EDSSscore of 0-5.0, they had to

have experiencedat least | clinical attack in the previous 2 years, and they had to have a Gd-enhancing

lesion on their screening brain MRI. Thistrial reported that, compared to placebo, the treated group had a

reduction in the total number of enhancing lesions (-35%; p=0.001), which wasthe primary end-point of

the trial. This treatment effect, however, was delayed until 6 months after initiation of treatment. Treated

patients also had a reduction in the clinical attack rate (-33%; p=0.012) and a reduction in the median

change in T2 burdenofdisease (-8.3%; p=0.0011) compared to placebo. EDSS change over the course of

the trial was minimal and not different between the treatment and placebo groups (121).

Anearlier pilot trial (Class I) of glatiramer acetate at comparable dosages (120) also reported a

reduction in both the clinical attack rate (-76%; p<0.001) and the confirmed 1-point EDSS progression

rate (-60%; p=0.05). MRI outcomeswerealso not assessedinthis pilot trial. Another early pilot trial

(Class I) of glatiramer acetate in the treatment of chronic progressive MS (including both PPMSand

SPMS), reported that treatment with glatiramer acetate (30 mg/day s.c.) reduced the confirmed 1-point

EDSS progression rate compared to placebo (-31%; ns) although this difference wasnotstatistically

significant (121).

Recently, experience with the extended use of glatiramer acetate over a six-year period has been

reported (122). This trial reports on the experience following 152 RRMSpatients who were initially

enrolled in the placebo-controlled randomizedtrial (22,23) and who continued to be followed after the

breaking of the blind. All patients were on active drug during the follow-up interval and were compared

to previously published natural history controls (Class III evidence). The authors reported stabilization of

the EDSS score and a marked reduction in the clinical attack rate during follow-up. However, with a 40%

drop-out rate (compared to the number whowereinitially enrolled in the randomizedtrial), there are
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concerns that the cohort might be self-selected and, therefore, that the study may be biased in favor of a

treatment effect. For example, the annual attack rate during the double-blind phase in patients who elected

to continue on treatment wassignificantly less (p<0.001) than in patients who decided not to continue

(0.78 and 1.23 attacks/yr respectively). Similarly, there was a significant difference (p=0.003) in the

percentage of patients who had deteriorated by 1.5 EDSS points during the double-blind phase between

those whoelected to continue treatment (40%) and those who didn’t (62%). This cohort represents the

longest continuous follow-up of a group of treated MS patients for any of the currently-available therapies

although, without a concurrent control group for comparison and given the limitations discussed above,it

is difficult to know how best to use these data.

Although MRIwasnotpart of the original PhaseIII clinical trial of glatiramer acetate (22,23), the

authors recently reported the results of follow-up MRI in 135 of the 147 patients who remained in the

long-term open-label follow-up cohort as of January 1999 (123). In those patients who wereinitially on

placebo, MRIs were obtained an average of 4 years after being switched to active drug. By contrast, in

those patients on active treatment from the beginningofthetrial, MRIs were obtained an average of 6.7

yearsafter initiation of glatiramer acetate. Outcome was assessed by comparing different MRI

parameters (including a composite MRI measure) between the two groups. The most significant

difference reported between groups wasa reduction in the percentage of MRIs showing Gd-enhancement

in the patients on glatiramer acetate from the beginning comparedto patients originally on placebo

(18.8% and 36.4% respectively; p=0.02). Taken at face value, this observation would suggest that the full

benefit of glatiramer acetate therapy in reducing Gd-enhancement (a phenomenonthat only lasts about 3

months) is delayed for four or more years following the initiation of treatment. However, there are several

reasons to doubt such an explanation. First, no comparable delay is suggested by the clinical data where

the two groups had very similar attack rates within a year of when placebo-treated patients had been

switched overto active therapy (122,123). Second, no similar delay in the onset of efficacy is suggested

by the results of the 9-month MRI trial (25). And third, it is very difficult to rationalize how the effect of

glatiramer acetate on Gd-enhancement could be so markedly delayed. As a result of considerations such

as these, it may be more plausible to ascribe this unexpected result to a Type I error; a circumstance that

raises similar concerns with respect to the other outcomes reported in this paper (123).

Recently, the results of a prospective, one-year, open-label, non-randomizedtrial of once weekly

IFNB-1la (Avonex; 30 pig/wk), IFNB-1b (Betaseron; 28 MIU/wk), glatiramer acetate (Copaxone;

20mg/day), or no treatment in the management of 156 patients with RRMS were reported (124). These

authors found that, compared to no treatment, clinical relapse rate was reducedin all three active-

treatment groups, although this reduction wasstatistically significant only for the IFNB-1b and glatiramer

acetate treated groups (p 0.003), suggesting that these two preparations were moreclinically effective
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than IFNB-1a, at least at the dose and route of administration used in this study. This trial, however,

utilized a non-randomized design and a non-blinded assessment of outcomeand, therefore, this data

represents only Class III evidence in support of this conclusion.

Side effects to glatiramer acetate are typically minimal. They include injection site reactions(e.g.,

pain, redness, and induration) although these are generally mild and subside with continued therapy.

Metabolic and hematological abnormalities following treatment with glatiramer acetate were not noted

either in the pivotal trial or in the six-year open-label study (22,122), A few patients treated with

glatirameracetate in the pivotaltrial (15.2%) experienced what was called an ‘immediate post-injection

reaction’, as did a smaller number(3.2%) of placebo-treated patients (22). This reaction may have caused

unblinding. This reaction consisted of flushing and/or chest pain together with a variable secondary

symptom complex including palpitations, anxiety and/or dyspnea (22). It came on within minutes of

injection, wasself-limited (lasting less that 30 minutes), and was without sequelae. It did not recur in the

majority of patients and its cause is unknown. Noevidence ofneutralizing antibodies to glatiramer acetate

have been reported, although it is unclear what specific biologic effect could be tested for evidence of

such neutralization.

e Inconclusion, on the basis of Class I evidence, glatiramer acetate has been demonstrated to

reduce the attack rate (whether measured clinically or by MRI) in patients with RRMS (Type A

recommendation). The evidence of a benefit to treatment on measuresofdisease severity,

however,is less robust, in part, because the Class I evidence using glatirameracetate is limited.

There is only one Class I study which has both clinical and MRI outcomesavailable for review.

This trial did demonstrate a significant benefit of treatment on MRI measures of disease severity

such as the T2 disease burden. The duration ofthe trial (9 months), however, was too short to

evaluate disability progression. The longer duration pivotaltrial did not include MRI outcomes

and the effect of glatiramer acetate on slowing sustained disability progression did not achieve

statistical significance in this study. It is considered possible, nonetheless, that treatment of MS

patients with glatiramer acetate producesa beneficial effect on disability progression in patients

with RRMS (Type C recommendation).

e Asaresult, and on the basis of the same Class I evidence, it is appropriate to considerfor

glatiramer acetate treatment any patient who has RRMS(Type A recommendation). While it may

be that glatiramer acetate is also helpful in patients with progressive disease, there is no

convincing evidence to support this hypothesis (Type U Recommendation). Again, as with other

currently available therapies, the decision to begin treatment needs to be tempered by the facts

that the magnitude of the reported treatment benefit is modest, that the attack rate and disease
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severity measures used as outcomesthe clinical trials have an uncertain relationship with long-

term outcome,and that some patients with MS, even withoutspecific therapy, will have a

relatively benign disease course.

Immunosuppressive Treatments

Cyclophosphamide

Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan)is an alkylating agent that has potent immunosuppressive and

cytotoxic properties. Often it has prominentside effects such as alopecia, nausea, vomiting, and

hemorrhagic cystitis. Other side-effects includesterility, myelosuppression, and a long-term risk of

malignancy.

In 1983, the first randomized, controlled trial of this agent in the treatment of MS was published

(125). It involved 58 patients with chronic progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS) whoweredivided into

three treatment groups. Twenty patients received i.v. ACTH for 21 days; 20 patients received ACTH and

i.v. cyclophosphamide (400-500 mg/day for 10-14 days); and 18 patients received ACTH and low-dose

oral cyclophosphamidein addition to 5 courses of plasma exchange over two weeks. Nobenefit to

plasma exchange was noted in this trial. However, grouping patients who improved and those who

remainedstable (i.e., changed by less than 1 EDSS point) into a ‘stabilized’ group, these authors reported

a benefit to therapy at both 6 and 12 months (p<0.002). This study was not blinded and notrue placebo

group wasincluded and,thus, it provides only Class III evidence in favor of a treatment effect.

In 1987, the results of their non-randomizedtrial of cyclophosphamidein patients with chronic

progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS)werereported (126). There were 27 treated and 24 untreated patients

in this study. Treated patients either received i.v. cyclophosphamide (500 mg/day for 10-14 days) in

addition to i.v. ACTH ororal prednisone,or they received oral cyclophosphamide (700 mg/m’/ week for

6 weeks) in addition to oral prednisone. The authors reported a benefit to treatment at both the | and 2

year time-points (p=0.002 and p=0.009). This study, however, was non-randomized, the treatment

regimen varied considerably and the outcome assessment was not done by blinded observers. As a result

this study provides only Class III evidence in favor of a treatment effect.

In 1988, the results of a randomized, placebo-controlled, blinded evaluation of cyclophosphamide

in the treatment of 44 patients with chronic progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS) werereported (127). The

22 treated patients received i.v. cyclophosphamide (400-500 mg)five times per week until the white

blood cell count dropped to below 4,000/ul. Placebo patients received i.v. folic acid (1 mg) on the same

schedule for 2 weeks. This study found notrend in favor of treatmentat either the | or 2 year time points.
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This study is quite small but, nonetheless, provides some Class I evidence against any value of pulse

cyclophosphamide treatment in progressive MS.

In 1991, the results of the Canadian multicentertrial of cyclophosphamide and plasma exchange

in the treatment of progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS)werereported (128). Thistrial involved 168

patients who were randomizedinto three treatment arms. The 55 cyclophosphamidetreated patients

received i.v. cyclophosphamide (1000 mg) on alternate days until either the white blood cell count

dropped to below 4,500/ul or the patient had received 9 courses of treatment. These patients also received

40 mg/day oforal prednisone for 10 days. The 57 patients in the plasma exchange group were given oral

cyclophosphamide (1.5-2.0 mg/kg) and oral prednisone on alternate days for 22 weeks with the dose of

cyclophosphamide, adjusted to achieve a white blood cell count of 4,000-5,000/tl. In addition, these

patients received a plasma exchangeof 1 plasma volume (40 ml/kg) weekly for 20 weeks. Placebo

patients received oral cyclophosphamide placebo, prednisone placebo, and sham plasma exchange on the

same schedule. Patient were followed for up to 3 years andat no time point wasthere a significant

difference in outcome between treatment arms. After 3 years, the cumulative failure rate was actually less

in the placebo arm thanin the two active treatment arms. This study provides Class I evidence that neither

pulse cyclophosphamide treatment nor plasma exchangealter the course of progressive MS.

In 1993, 256 progressive MS patients (SPMS and PPMS)were evaluated (129). Patients were

randomized to receive an induction treatment with i.v. cyclophosphamide, either 500mg/day for 8-18 days

until the white blood cell count dropped below 4,000/u1l (groups 1&2), or 600 mg/m? given on days

1,2,4,6,and 8 (groups 3&4). All groups were also given ACTH. Groups 2 and 4 subsequently received

boosters of i.v. cyclophosphamide (700 mg/m’) every other month for two years whereas groups | and 3

were not given booster treatment. Outcome assessment wasnotblinded. Patients were followed for up to

3 years and Kaplan-Meyeranalysis for treatment failure showed nosignificant benefit to booster

treatment over three years (p=0.18). A subgroupanalysis, dividing patients into those younger and older

than 41 years, suggested a benefit to treatment in younger patients (p=0.003) but no such benefit in the

older population. This subgroup, however, was not prospectively identified so that the validity of the

observation is questionable. This study provides Class III evidence of a benefit to booster treatment in

younger patients. Becauseall patients received induction with cyclophosphamide,this study cannot be

used to assess the value of induction or the benefit of therapy compared to no therapy.

e Based on consistent Class I evidence, pulse cyclophosphamide treatment does not seem to alter

the course of progressive MS (Type B recommendation)

e Based on oneClassIII study,it is possible that younger patients with progressive MS may derive

some benefit from pulse plus booster cyclophosphamide treatment (Type U recommendation)
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Methotrexate

Methotrexate (Rheumatrex) is an inhibitor of dihydrofolate. It has anti-inflammatory properties,

decreases proinflammatory cytokines, and augments suppressorcell function. It is already in use for other

inflammatory neurological conditions such as myasthenia gravis and demyelinating peripheral

neuropathies. Patients may experience nausea, headache, stomatitis, or diarrhea but these rarely

necessitate discontinuation of treatment. Following prolonged treatment (>2 years), some patients get

liver damage and some experts recommenda percutaneousliver biopsy after two years of treatment to

detect drug-related hepatic toxicity. The long-term risk of developing non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

following therapyis slightly increased.

In 1993, the results of an 18-month, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled pilot study of

low-dose methotrexate (7.5 mg/wk) in MSwerereported (130). The study population, however, was

small (45 individuals) and was not focused on any specific disease category (Class II evidence). The

results of this trial suggested a possible benefit to treatment in RRMSbutnot in progressive MS.

In 1995, the effect of low-dose oral methotrexate (7.5mg/wk) in 60 chronic progressive MS

patients (SPMS and PPMS)treated for two years was assessed (42). Treatmentfailure was defined using

a composite outcome measure including two measuressensitive to ambulation (EDSS and AI) and two

measures of upper extremity function (9HPT and the Box and Block Test). The trial was randomized,

placebo-controlled, and double-blinded (Class II). These authors found a benefit to therapy on the

composite outcome (p=0.011). This result, however, was driven entirely by the findings on the 9HPT

(p=0.007), whereas none of the other composite measures showedany significant benefit to treatment.

Outcome wasalso assessed by MRIscansin 56 of the 60 patients, including measures of T2 lesion

burden, Gd-enhancement, and new T2 lesions (131). A subgroupanalysis of 35 patients (not

prospectively defined) with scans performed every 6 weeks suggested a reduction in T2 disease burden

favoring treatment with methotrexate (p=0.036) although, considering the entire cohort, no significant

difference was noted between the placebo andtreated groups with respect to any MRI outcome measure.

In sum,this trial provides equivocal evidence of a treatment effect for methotrexate in progressive MS.

e Based on limited, although somewhat conflicting, Class II evidence,it is considered possible that

methotrexate favorably alters the disease course in patients with progressive MS (Type C

recommendation).
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Azathioprine

Azathioprine (Imuran) is a nucleoside analogue of 6-mercaptopurine that impairs

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)and ribonucleic acid (RNA) synthesis. The clinical benefits may be delayed

and expected changes such as lymphopenia or an increase in the mean corpuscular volume may not be

observed for three to six months (132). Side effects to treatment include lymphopenia, anemia,

transaminitis, alopecia, pancreatitis, and the reactivation of latent viral infections including warts and

herpetic infections. There is concern regarding the possible long-term risk of developing malignancy

(particularly lymphoma)in those treated with this agent (133).

Studies of this agent in the treatment of MS have yielded mixed results, perhaps related to

differencesin trial design, study duration, and the numberofpatients studied. One retrospective meta-

analysis ofall randomized, blinded controlled trials of azathioprine in MS involving 793 patients in 7

studies demonstrated a reduction in relapses (134). From this meta-analysis, the odds ratio for remaining

relapse-free at the conclusion of two years of azathioprine therapy, was calculated to be 2.04 (135).

In 1988, the Brittish and Dutch Multiple Sclerosis Azathioprine Trial Group reported the results

of a three year randomized double-blindtrial of azathioprine (2.5 mg/kg daily) or placebo (136) in 354

patients with MS (Class I evidence). After three years, there was a slight improvementin both the mean

EDSSscore and the AI in the azathioprine-treated patients compared to controls, although there was no

significant difference in attack rate between groups (136). These authors concludedthat the beneficial

effects of treatment azathioprine were small and that such treatment could not be generally recommended

to patients with MS.

In a three arm placebo-controlled, randomized, double-blind,trial, 98 MS patients with

progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS)were evaluated (137). Patients in the first arm were treated with oral

azathioprine (beginning at 2.2 mg/kg increasing as necessary to achieve a white bloodcell count of 3,000-

4,000/1) in addition to a course of IVMP.Patients in the second arm weretreated similarly with

azathioprine but got i.v. placebo instead of IVMP. The third arm received both oral and i.v. placebo.

Patients were followed over thirty-six months of treatment. Intent to treat analysis demonstrated no

statistically significant difference in the rates of progression amongthe three treatment arms.

Nevertheless, the azathioprine treatment groups had half the relapse rate of the placebo group.

Therapeutic effects on disability were not demonstrated.

e Onthe basis of several, but somewhat conflicting, Class I andII studies, it is considered possible

that azathioprine reducesthe relapse rate in patients with MS (Type C recommendation). Its

effect on disability progression has not been demonstrated (Type U recommendation)
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Cladribine

Cladribine (Leustatin) is an adenosine deaminase-resistant purine neucleoside. It is a potent

immunosuppressive agentthat is relatively selective for lymphocytes. It has been usedto treat a variety of

lymphoid malignancies but seemsto be especially effective in the treatment of hairy-cell leukemia. Side

effects include long-term leukopenia, fever, fatigue, nausea and diarrhea.

A small randomized study of the use of cladribine in MS wasreported in 1994 from the Scripps

Clinic (138). There were 51 patients with chronic progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS) who weretreated

with either cladribine (0.01mg/kg/day i.v. for seven days in four monthly courses) or placebo. Patients

were followed for a year and then crossed over (139). In analyzing the data for the first year, 24 pairs of

patients were identified who were matched onthe basis of age, sex and disease severity. Outcome

measures included the EDSSscore, the SNRSscore, and the volume of disease measured from magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI). Noattack rate data were reported. This trial reported significant benefit in

EDSS and SNRSoutcome between the cladribine and placebo groups (p=0.004 and p=0.001

respectively). They also noted a beneficial effect on the outcomes of total MRI lesion volume (p<0.002)

and Gd-enhancing lesion volume (p<0.001). There are concerns, however, aboutthistrial due to its small

size and related to the to use of a paired data analysis coupled with the authors decision to replace

cladribine dropouts but not placebo dropouts (50). Also, interpretation of the MRI lesion volumedata is

complicated by the fact that the largest difference in lesion volume between groups wasseenat baseline.

Following treatment the two groups werenotstatistically different, and, in fact, the lesion volume was

slightly greater in the cladribine-treated group (138). This trial provides some ClassII data that cladribine

favorably affects the course of progressive MS.

In another small trial from the Scripps clinic (140), these same authors examinedthe value of

cladribine treatment in RRMS.The 52 patients were randomized to receive either cladribine (0.07

mg/kg/day for 5 days in six monthly courses) or placebo. Patients were followed for 18 months. These

authors found that the relapse rate was reducedin the treated group comparedto controls although this

wasnotstatistically significant. There wasalso no significant difference between groups on the measures

of EDSS or SNRS. MRI measures, by contrast, were favorably affected by treatment. Indeed, enhancing

lesions were completely suppressed in the cladribine-treated group at 6 months. At seven months, the

frequency of enhancing lesions wassignificantly greater in the placebo (p=0.0001) and remainedso at the

endofthe trial (p=0.002). In sum,this is a small Class I study which provides evidence of a treatment

effect on MRI outcomesbut also provides no evidenceofa clinical benefit to treatment in RRMS.

A multicenter placebo-controlled trial of cladribine in progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS)from

North America wasalso reported recently (141). In thistrial 159 patients were randomized to receive

either cladribine (0.07 mg/kg/day for 5 days in 2 or 6 monthly cycles) or placebo. Patients were followed



for only 12 months. At the end ofthe trial there was no difference in mean EDSS or SNRSchange

between groups. Again, by contrast, MRI measures were favorably affected by treatment. Thus, there was

a greater than 90% reduction in the number of Gd-enhanced T1 lesions (p<0.003) andaslight reduction

in the T2 volumeofdisease (-4%; p=0.029) in the high-dose group compared to placebo. This study

provides Class I evidence for a treatment effect on MRI outcomes, but not on clinical outcomesin

progressive MS.

e Onthe basis of consistent Class I and Class II evidence,it is concluded that cladribine reduces

Gd-enhancementin patients with both relapsing and progressive forms of MS (Type A

recommendation)

e Cladribine treatment does not, however, appear to alter favorably the course ofthe disease, either

in terms of attack-rate or disease progression (Type C recommendation).

Cyclosporine

Cyclosporine (Sandimmune)is a cyclic undecapeptide that has potent immunosuppressive

activity related to a selective inhibitory effect on helper T-lymphocytes. Frequentside effects to therapy

include nephrotoxicity, hypertension, hirsutism, headache, gingival hyperplasia, edema, paresthesias,

abdominal discomfort, and nausea. There is also an increased susceptibility to future malignancies.

In 1989,the results of the Brittish/Dutch placebo-controlled, randomized cyclosporinetrial were

reported (142). This trial included patients with active MS (37 from Amsterdam and 43 from London)

defined as havingat least 2 attack in the previous two years or a progression ofdisability over the last

year. Patients received a average of 7.5 mg/kg/day in London and 5 mg/kg/day in Amsterdam. In London,

after six months of therapy, there seemed to be a benefit to treatment on reducing the categorical 1-point

EDSSchangefrom baseline (p=0.03) but, at the 1 and 2 year marks, this benefit was no longer apparent.

In Amsterdam, there was nevera benefit to therapy and, in neither city was there an effect on relapse rate

over the two years of study. Moreover, side-effects to therapy were common.Thushalfof the treated

patients developed hypertension and renal function was adversely affected in almostall patients. In

summary, this trial provides Class II evidence that cyclosporine is ineffective in the treatment of patients

with active MS. Because ofits small size, these results cannot exclude a benefit to therapy, although the

toxicity of this agent is too great to warrant the pursuit of this possibility.

In 1990, the results of a large multicenter study of cyclosporine in the treatment of chronic

progressive MS (SPMSand PPMS)wasreported (143). This trial involved 554 patients randomized to

treatment with either cyclosporine(initiated at a dose of 6 mg/kg and adjusted to maintain a trough level
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of 300-600 ng/ml) or placebo (Class I study). Patients were followed for 2 years. No significant benefit to

treatment was scen on measuresof time to sustained progression, and time to dependencyin activities of

daily living. A significant difference in mean EDSSfavoring the treated group was noted at the time of

exit from the study (p=0.001) although the magnitude of the between-group difference (0.27 EDSS

points) was quite small. The authors also reported a decrease in the probability of becoming wheel chair

bound with therapy (p=0.038). Notably, 44% of the cyclosporine-treated patients dropped out of the

study, a quarter of whom did so because of adverse reactions to the medication. In addition, abnormalities

of creatinine were found, at some time, in 84%of cyclosporine-treated patients and, at any one time, in

62%. Because of the frequent occurrence of potentially observable adverse reactions to therapy such as

hirsuitism (66.5%), gingival hyperplasia (32.7%), and edema (25.8%), there are some concerns about the

adequacy ofthe observer blindingin thistrial.

e Based on ClassI and II evidence,it is considered possible that cyclosporine provides some

therapeutic benefit in progressive MS (Type C recommendation). However, the frequent

occurrence of adverse reactions to treatment, especially nephrotoxicity, together with the small

magnitude of the potential benefit makes the risk/benefit of this therapeutic approach

unacceptable (Type B recommendation).

Mitoxantrone

Mitoxantrone (Novantrone) is a chemotherapeutic agent widely used for treatment of cancer.It

exerts its antineoplastic action by intercalating into DNA and producing both DNAstrand-breaks and

interstrand cross-links. Compared to other forms of chemotherapy,it is a relatively easy to use and has

minimalside effects at the time of delivery. Nevertheless, patients treated with mitoxantrone areat

increased risk of cardiac toxicity as manifested by cardiomyopathy, reduced left ventricular ejection

fraction, and irreversible congestive heart failure. Therefore, a life-time cumulative dose of more than 140

mg/m? is not recommended (144). There is also substantial concern that mitoxantrone may increase the

likelihood of developing malignancies in the future (145). Mitoxantrone was recently approved for use in

MS bythe FDA onthe basis of a phaseIII clinicaltrial in Europe.

In 1994,the results of a randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled trial of mitoxantrone (8

mg/m’ per month for 1 year) in 25 patients with RRMSwerereported (146). Mean baseline EDSS score

was 3,7 in the treated group and 3.5 in the placebo group. A reduction in the clinical attack rate (-68%;

p=0.014) was noted | year following treatment. The number of Gd-enhancing lesions seen on MRI and

the percentage of patients with a 1-point EDSS deterioration were also reduced although these changes
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werenot significant. This study provides Class II data that mitoxantrone reducesthe clinical attack rate in

patients with RRMS.It demonstrated no significant effect on measures of disease severity.

In 1997, the results of a randomized, controlled trial of mitoxantrone in 42 patients with ‘active’

MS (RRMSor SPMS)were reported (147). Patients were treated with either mitoxantrone (20 mg,

i.v./month) and IVMP(1 g,i.v./month) or with IVMPalone. At 6 months, the percentage ofpatientsin

the mitoxantrone group without enhancinglesions wassignificantly greater than the comparable

percentagein the control group (+59.2%; p<0.001). The clinical relapse rate was also reduced (-77%;

p<0.01), as was the confirmed 1-point EDSSprogression rate (-83%; p<0.01). There are concerns about

this trial, however, because the numberof subjects studied is small and because the study was not blinded

for clinical outcomes. Thus, this study provides only ClassIII clinical data in favorof efficacy. By

contrast, the MRI data is Class II because the interpreting radiologists were blinded to treatment

assignment.

In 1997, another study (148) reported the results of a multicenter, randomized, single-blind,

placebo-controlled trial of mitoxantrone (8 mg/m? per month for 1 year) in 51 RRMS patients. After two

years, the rate of confirmed 1-point EDSSdeterioration in the mitoxantrone group was reduced compared

to placebo (-80%; p=0.02). However, 5 of the 8 patients who experienced confirmed EDSS progression in

the first year of the trial reverted to a non-progressive status(i.e., their EDSS scores improved) in the

second year. Also, the mean EDSSscore wasnotdifferent between groups at any point during the study.

The changesin attack rate measures was more convincing with the attack rate being reduced in the treated

group compared to controls (-66%; p=0.0002). Similarly, there was a reduction in the number of new

lesions in the treatment group compared to placebo (-52%; p<0.05). Although quite small, this study,

nevertheless, provides Class IJ evidence that mitoxantrone reducesthe clinical attack rate in RRMS. The

evidence for an effect on the progression of the disease, however, is equivocal.

e Onthebasis of generally consistent Class II andIII studies, it is concluded that mitoxantrone

probably reduces the attack rate in patients with relapsing forms of MS. There is concern,

however,that the potential toxicity of mitoxantrone may outweighthe clinical benefits early in

the course of disease. (Type B recommendation).

e Onthebasis of several Class II and III observations,it is considered possible that mitoxantrone

has a beneficial effect on disease progression in MS. Perhaps, with publication of the phase III

clinical trial results, the evidence in favor of a treatment effect may becomestronger. At the

moment, however, this clinical benefit has not been established (Type C recommendation).
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Other Immune Therapies

Intravenous Immune Globulin (IVIg)

Following a numberofpreliminary studies, the results of an Austrian cooperative study of IVIg in

MS wasreported (149). This trial was randomized, multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled and

studied 148 RRMS patients (Class I evidence). Patients were randomly assigned to receive either

monthly IVIg (0.15-0.2 g/kg) or placebo for 2 years. These authors reported that treatment with IVIg

reducedthe clinical attack rate (-49%; p=0.006). The difference in final unconfirmed proportion with 1-

point EDSSprogression wasalso reduced although this outcome wasnotsignificant. The unconfirmed

EDSSchangeat 2 years, however, wasless in treated patients (-0.35 EDSSpoints; p=0.008).

A small crossover study of IVIg in MS (Class II evidence) has also been reported (150). In this

trial 26 patients with RRMSweretreated with either IVIg (1 gm/kg/day for 2 days) or placebo every

month for 6 months and the results were mixed. For patients who completed both treatment arms (n=18),

the total number of enhancing lesions seen on MRI (-64%; p=0.03) and the numberofnew lesions (-60%;

p=0.01) were reducedin patients treated with IVIg. This study, however, found no differences in T2

lesion load, clinical attack rate, or EDSS progression. Also the high drop-out rate makes this trial hard to

interpret.

In 1998 (151), IVIg (0.4 gm/kg/day for 5 days and then monthly for 1 day) was compared with

placebo overa period of 2 years. This trial (Class II) reported significant reductions in the clinical attack

rate but no between-group differences on other outcomes including EDSS and MRI. Anoriginal

investigator on thistrial has raised serious concerns with regard to the conduct of this study (152).

e Insummary, the studies of IVIg, to date, have generally involved small numbers ofpatients, have

lacked complete data on clinical and MRI outcomes, or have used methods that have been

questioned.It is, therefore, considered only possible that [VIg reduces the attack rate in RRMS

(Type C recommendation). With regard to slowing disease progression, the current evidence

suggests that IVIg is of little benefit (Type C recommendation)

Plasma Exchange

The use of plasma exchangeto treat MS hasbeen investigated in severalclinicaltrials. As

discussed earlier, both the Class III Harvard trial (125) and the Class I Canadian cooperativetrial (128)

did not provide evidence of a therapeutic benefit from plasma exchangein the treatment of progressive

MS.
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In a pilot trial (153), 20 chronically progressive definite MS patients with evidence of a

continuousdecline for at least two years before study entry were randomized in a double-blind, placebo-

controlled study of PP versus sham exchange. There were no obviousdifferences between the groups with

respect to EDSS, either pre- and post-exchange,or after six months of follow up.

In 1985 another study (154) evaluated the use of plasma exchangein 55 patients with progressive

MS. This trial was randomized and double-blinded with 26 patients treated with plasma exchange and 29

patients treated with sham exchange, once weekly for twenty weeks. All patients also received oral

cyclophosphamide, prednisone, and IVIg with each exchange for 21 weeks. Outcome measures included

changesin the Kurtzke Disability Status Scale and the Canter scale. Plasma exchange wasreported to

producea significantly better outcomeat 5 and 11 months (p<0.007). Thestatistical methods used to

atrive at this observation, however, are unclear. The authors undertook multiple statistical comparisons

between groups. A chi-square analysis of the results presented in their Table 4 results in a p-value of only

0.12 at each of these time points. Asa result this study, although Class I, provideslittle or no evidencein

favorof a treatmenteffect.

In 1989 (155), 116 MS patients were studied, 40 of whom hada progressive course and 76 of

whom had a relapsing course. Thetrial was randomized and double-blind, with 59 patients treated with

true plasma exchange and 57 treated with sham exchange.All patients also received ACTH and

cyclophosphamide. The clinical outcome measures were the EDSS and Functional Systems Scale (FSS),

and the AI. Despite numerousstatistical comparisons,nostatistically significant differences on any of the

outcome measures were observed. Thistrial provides no evidencein favorof a treatmenteffect.

A recent controlled clinical trial (156) reported that patients with a recent (within approximately 2

months) severe episode of demyelination (not necessarily from MS), and whoalso failed to respondi.v.

glucocorticoids, may benefit from a series of plasma exchanges involving 1.1 plasma volumes (54 ml/kg)

every other day for 14 days. Patients included in the study had either no or only minimal neurological

dysfunction prior to their attack. The trial was a randomized, sham-controlled, double-masked and cross-

over in design for non-responders. Moderate or greater improvement was observed in 8 of 19 (42%)in

those who received active treatment versus only | of 17 (5.9%) receiving sham treatment. These findings

were only marginally significant.

e Onthebasis of consistent Class I, II, and III studies, plasma exchange isof little or no value in

the treatment of progressive MS (Type A recommendation).

e Onthe basis of a single small Class I study, it is considered possible that plasma exchange may

be helpful in the treatment of severe, acute episodes of demyelination in previously non-disabled

individuals (Type C recommendation).
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Sulfasalazine

Sulfasalazine is a safe oral agent that has both anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory

properties. A Mayo Clinic/Canadian multicenter trial compared sulfasalazine (2,000 mg/day) to placebo

in patients with RRMS, SPMS, and PPMS (157). This study reported an early benefit to therapy (in terms

of confirmed EDSS progression) in patients with a progressive course. By three years, however, there

was no discernable difference in outcome between the placebo and active treatment arms. Other outcome

measures were also equivocal. Although the annualized attack rate was lowerin the treated patients

(p=0.03), other attack-rate measures like the percentage of relapse-free patients and the median time to

first relapse were unaffected. The percent of T2-active MRI scans was reducedin the treated group at 30

months (p=0.025), although there was no consistent trend in this direction at 24 months or 36 months.

The T2 volume of disease was unaffected by therapy.

e Based onthis single Class I study, it is concluded that treatment of MS with sulfasalazine

provides no therapeutic benefit in MS (Type B recommendation)

Conclusion

In conclusion, there are now several medications, available to practitioners that can favorably

alter the course of disease in patients with MS.It is likely, with improvements in our understanding of the

pathogenesis of this disease, that an even larger array of agents will be available in the near future. The

evidence for or against the effectiveness of different therapeutic strategies, however, varies widely

betweenthe different agents. In many cases the lack of convincing evidence is due to the poor quality of

the available clinical trials. In the case of off-patent drugs there is often little or no industry support for

double-blind, randomizedclinicaltrials. In other cases the lack of convincing evidenceis due to the

relative ineffectiveness of the medication under study. Nevertheless, on a day to day basis, physicians

must decide whether to recommend medical proceduresto their patients, and it is unclear how best to

guide them in this regard. Ideally, one would like conclusive evidence, such as the results of randomized

clinical trials, regarding the balance between the benefit and harm ofeach treatmentoption.

Unfortunately, however, such conclusive evidenceis often lacking. Moreover, even when high-quality

randomizedtrials are available, the patients included in the clinicaltrial often reflect only a minority of

the patients who might be benefited by the medication or procedure being studied. In these circumstances,

the physician muststill decide whether, in their judgment, a specific patient might derive benefit from a

specific therapy. Evidence-based assessments are helpful to physicians in making these judgments, but

they cannot be the sole guide to medical practice. Appropriateness criteria based on a consensusof a
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panel of clinical experts may also provide a valuable guide to current practice (158). The continued quest

for better evidence to judge the value of different therapeutic strategies should not delay the application of

existing strategies to current patients. To wait until the evidenceis perfect might result in a missed

opportunity to prevent or delay harm to our patients - harm that could be irreparable. As one example,

there is no Class I data to support the use of penicillin to treat infections and, yet, to withhold such

treatment until Class I evidence became available would be unconscionable. This is not to undervalue the

usefulness of evidence-based assessments such as the present document. Rather, it is to underscore that

physicians, in recommending treatments to individual patients, need to consider information from a wide

range of venues. Also, it is important to recognize that the use of many of these disease-modifying agents

requires skills development and sustained adherence, on the part of the patient, to long-term treatmentif

he or sheis to derive the maximum benefits from therapy. Nevertheless, achieving such long-term

adherence can be quite difficult, and wide variations in success have been reported between different

studies (159). Clearly, the education provided to the patient by physicians, nurses, and staff is an

important component of assuring adherence with these therapies. So too is similar education provided to

the family, especially in circumstances where the patient has cognitive problems. This latter component of

the educational process is helpful both to ensure that the information was received accurately and also for

the encouragementand support that family memberscan provideto the patient.

Lastly,it is important to note that, while this review has focused on the currently existing disease

modifying strategies in MS, the field of MS therapeutics is quite active and constantly evolving. It is

anticipated that this document will stimulate rather than slow the process of developing new strategies

that build upon what is known today. Indeed, many combinationtrials of various medications are

currently underwayandthe results of thesetrials eagerly anticipated. These trials include combinations of

IFNB with previously studied agents such as glatiramer acetate, glucocorticoids, cyclophosphamide,

methotrexate, azathioprine, and IVIg. They also include the study of newer, as yet untested, agents such

as retinoid, interleukin 10, natalizumab, and mycophenolate mofetil both alone and in combination.It is

hoped that these newer combination therapies will be able to build on the successes ofthe past, and that

successful control of MS will be achieved incrementally through this approach.
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Summary

Glucocorticoids:

1. On the basis of several and generally consistent Class I and ClassII studies, glucocorticoid

treatment has been demonstrated to have a short-term benefit on the speed of functional recovery in

patients with acute attacks of MS.It is appropriate, therefore, to consider for treatment with

glucocorticoids any patient with an acute attack of MS (Type A recommendation).

2. There does not appear, however, to be any long-term functional benefit following the brief use

of glucocorticoids in this clinical setting (Type B recommendation).

3. At present, there is not compelling evidenceto indicate that these clinical benefits are

influenced by the route of glucocorticoid administration, the particular glucocorticoid prescribed, or the

dosage of glucocorticoid, at least at the doses that have been studied to date (Type C recommendation).

4, On the basis of a single Class II study it is considered possible that regular pulse

glucocorticoids may be useful in the long-term managementof patients with RRMS (Type C

recommendation)

Interferon Beta:

1. On the basis of several consistent Class I studies, IFNB has been demonstrated to reduce the

attack rate (whether measured clinically or by MRI) in patients with MSor with clinically isolated

syndromes whoare at high-risk to develop MS (Type A recommendation). Treatment of MS with IFNB

producesa beneficial effect on MRI measuresof disease severity such as T2 disease burden and probably

also slows sustained disability progression (Type B recommendation).

2. Asa result, it is appropriate to consider IFNB for treatment in any patient whois at high-risk to

develop CDMS,or whoalready has either RRMS or SPMS andisstill experiencing relapses (Type A

recommendation). The effectiveness of IFNB in patients with SPMSbut without relapses is uncertain

(Type U recommendation).

3. It is possible that certain populations of MSpatients (e.g., those with more attacks orat earlier

disease stages) may be better candidates for therapy than others although, at the moment,there is

insufficient evidence regarding these issues (Type U Recommendation)

4. On the basis of Class I and II studies and several pieces of consistent Class III evidence, it is

considered probable that there is a dose-response curve associated with the use of IFNB for the treatment
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of MS (Type B recommendation). It is possible, however, that a portion of this apparent dose-effect may

be due, instead, to differences in the frequency of IFNB administration (rather than dose) between studies.

5. On the basis of several ClassII studies, the route of administration of IFNB is probably not of

clinical importance, at least with regard to efficacy (Type B recommendation). The side-effect profile,

however, does differ between routes of administration. There is no knownclinical difference between the

different types of IFNB although this has not been thoroughly studied (Type U recommendation).

6. Onthe basis of several Class I studies, treatment of MS patients with IFNBis associated with

the production of NAbs (Type A recommendation). The rate of NAb production, however, is probably

less with IFNB-1a treatment than with IFNB-1b treatment (Type B recommendation). The biological

effect of NAbsis uncertain, although their presence may be associated with a reductionin clinical

effectiveness of IFNB treatment (Type C recommendation). Whetherthere is a difference in

immunogenicity between subcutaneous and intramuscular routes of administration is unknown (Type U

recommendation). The clinical utility of measuring NAbs in an individual on IFNB therapyis uncertain

(Type U recommendation).

Glatiramer Acetate:

1. Onthe basis of Class I evidence, glatiramer acetate has been demonstrated to reduce the attack

rate (whether measuredclinically or by MRI) in patients with RRMS (Type A recommendation).

Treatment with glatiramer acetate produces a beneficial effect on MRI measures of disease severity such

as T2 disease burden andpossibly also slows sustained disability progression in patients with RRMS

(Type C recommendation).

2. Asaresult, it is appropriate to consider glatiramer acetate for treatment in any patient who has

RRMS(Type A recommendation). While it may be that glatiramer acetate is also helpful in patients with

progressive disease, there is no convincing evidence to support this hypothesis (Type U

Recommendation).

Cyclophosphamide:

1. Based on consistent Class I evidence, pulse cyclophosphamide treatment does not seem to

alter the course of progressive MS (Type B recommendation)

2. Based on a single Class III study,it is possible that younger patients with progressive MS

might derive some benefit from pulse plus booster cyclophosphamide treatment (Type U

recommendation).
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Mehotrexate:

1. Based on limited and somewhat ambiguousClass I evidence from a singletrial, it is

considered possible that methotrexate favorably alters the disease course in patients with progressive MS

(Type C recommendation).

Azathioprine:

1. On the basis of several, but somewhat conflicting, Class I and II studies, it is considered

possible that azathioprine reduces the relapse rate in patients with MS (Type C recommendation).

2. Its effect on disability progression has not been demonstrated (Type U recommendation).

Cladribine:

1. On the basis of consistent Class I evidence, it is concluded that cladribine reduces Gd-

enhancementin patients with both relapsing and progressive forms of MS (Type A recommendation)

2. Cladribine treatment does not, however, appearto alter favorably the course of the disease,

either in termsof attack-rate or disease progression (Type C recommendation).

Cyclosporine:

1. Based on this Class I study, it is considered possible that cyclosporine provides some

therapeutic benefit in progressive MS (Type C recommendation).

2. However, the frequent occurrence of adverse reactions to treatment, especially nephrotoxicity,

together with the small magnitude of the potential benefit, makes the risk/benefit of this therapeutic

approach unacceptable (Type B recommendation).

Mitoxantrone:

1. On the basis of generally consistent Class II and III studies, it is concluded that mitoxantrone

probably reducesthe attack rate in patients with relapsing forms of MS (Type B recommendation). The

potential toxicity of mitoxantrone, however, may outweighthe clinical benefits early in the course of

disease.

2. On the basis of several Class II and III observations, it is considered possible that

mitoxantrone hasa beneficial effect on disease progression in MSalthough, at the moment,this clinical

benefit has not been established (Type C recommendation).



Intravenous Immune Globulin:

1. The studies of IVIg, to date, have generally involved small numbers of patients, have lacked

complete data on clinical and MRI outcomes, or have used methodsthat have been questioned.Itis,

therefore, only possible that IVIg reduces the attack rate in RRMS (Type C recommendation).

2. The current evidence suggests that IVIg is oflittle benefit with regard to slowing disease

progression (Type C recommendation).

Plasma Excahnge:

1. On the basis of consistent Class I, II, and [I studies, plasma exchangeis oflittle or no value in

the treatment of progressive MS (Type A recommendation).

2. On the basis of a single small Class I study, it is considered possible that plasma exchange

may be helpful in the treatment of severe, acute episodes of demyelination in previously non-disabled

individuals (Type C recommendation).

Sulfasalazine:

1. Based onasingle Class I study, it is concluded that treatment of MS with sulfasalazine

provides no therapeutic benefit in MS (Type B recommendation).
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